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:,Eden Exp_ressSteallls Mead 
by Rebecca Davidson---
The result of Tuesday's elec-
tion shows. apathy to be the 
·victor. Voter turnout was even 
l~ss than last year's 40 percent. 
. Out of the 1326 vo_tes cast, 46 -
. · percent designated the Eden 
~ Express Party the wi~ner. · '!'he. 
_ victorious. ticket, headed , by 
Junior Jeff Eden, crushed th,e 
opposing partie~ for all Ex~cu- •• 
_ tive Board p~sition~ by roughl:}' a · 1 
· 30 percent margin. Defeated F 
- presidential c,andidat~ -~arg~- · 
Brown's -opbilon· of the .election 
·_· was one .sh~·a_ by many;; '.'N~ 
' one knew who . the_ candidates 
·, wer~. so ii became a, tliing of 
.·~.-
-- publicity rather than the qua1ifi- Express with its professional 
cations of tli.e candidates.'.' posters were thought to _have 
When talking to J~ff'. Eden stretched this rule. The Execu-
about his victory.he attributed it tive ·Board reviewed this -and 
to his' publicity. "lt h~d sub- found that all expenses were 
stance and stated what we're within the limit. . __ 
going to do." The parties ·~in- The runner-up for the Presi-
formative literature, table set up dent was Tim Callaghan, who ran 
in the Union, and their door-to- · as an independent and captured 
d_oor" was definitely an attribute only 15 percent of the votes. 
to their success. G_allaghan felt the ele~ion . was 
During the campaign--- there poorly run and that "it was a 
was a discrepancy concerning the popularity campaign with the 
. _ election rules. Th~re w_as a $25 voting difference 6eing the 
-_ limit· on camp~gn _eJ!'.penditm:es media- appeal.'~ He was ~isil-
and eac_ll _ parfy' ·.was. ~ st~y- lusioned ,hY t,be v~ter turno1;1t, 
';;..-.within:.~th•~:.:~,..iit:- The-. . Eden· -.~tin,eomparison to last year, with 
. . . . ~ 
Student Trustee over Irwin 
Sheiner. Sheiner received 288 
votes, while a write-in candidate, 
Dave Sherman, received 230 
votes. The winner, David Lee 
Miller, has been accused by 
Sheiner of slander. Sheiner 
claims that during th~ campaign 
Miller used unspoi:tsmanlike con-
duct and bad-mouthed . him. 
Scheiner plans to take this to the 
Executive Board which will 
review the situation. He states, 
''I don't like what I'm doing, but 
it was an assault and an unfair 
election.'' 
Many students feel that the 
combination of improper cam-
paign procedures and an a-
only two candidates.running, the pathetic attitude the students 
fact that there were five differ- . could have caused this year's 
ent candidates and.parties should election to have been a farce. 
have caused an increase in John Nader, out-going ):>resident 
interest." of the Student Body, regrets the 
The Senior officers elected fact that most every candidate 
were Howard Schloss, Presi- apparently violated the election 
dent, over Richard Morse by a rules. Posters were placed where 
mere nineteen votes; Glen Bay- they weren't permissable, rules 
er, Vice-President and" Molly were stretched, and, according 
Merkel, Treasurer. Bayer and 
to Nader, "the Executive Board 
did a mediocre job." Mark 
Engstrom, the current Vice-
President _- of Communications, 
stated• "the election was a 
. " It is questionable 
whether students voted for their 
belief in a candidate or for the 
numerous and attractive posters 
that were dotted all over the 
campus. 
The Eden Express will use the 
next few months for "assessing 
what steps ,will be necessary to 
put ideas into action." Some of 
the things that will be discussed 
are setting up open· meetings 
with the administration,_ im-
proving communication between 
Student Government and stu-
dents, and getting people in-
volved. Eden feels that "the 
more people involved, the more 
that can be accomplished.'' As far 
as the present Student Govern-
ment, the new President states, 
"it's stagnating now -and we're 
ready to start moving forward." 
-r 
Merkel ran unopposed. The 
seven candidates on the ballot 
running for the Judicial Board 
auto111aUca,lly won beca~se of no 
Perialas Resigns 
Qpposition. . . . 
.. Da"'.id Lee Miller was ·elected by Preston Stewart · 
F~cone · NaDled Acting -Provost 
Constantine (Gus) Perialas 
has announced his resignation, 
after five years as Vice Presidel)t 
of Student Affairs at Ithaca 
College.- He will be leaving at the 
end of this year and will start to ,._, _ 
pursue his Ph.D. at Syracuse .,:--
"threatened" by him.. . But the University. Planning to ta~e a~-..:~. 
~
;., Search Committee found Mit- ,year's leave of absence, Per1ala~ . · 1 
by Peter .Ajemian _ ,_ will return as a professor in the _ : 
<,·:. chell suitable enough to nominate ~ , - . 
After the Provost Search. him to the president. - Whalen Dra~:-~~=~~:-!!~r;:t~~:;ident .:· ::di~:; /li/f':. .. ·.-. __ 
Committee c~mducted a year- referred to his decision to reject h d t· l ' -,.:.._, ··1:- - ··• ·. -· · · · 
--.. Whalen as starte a na 10na (:-:,,,y;:.-: _,· 1- /:.<:<::,.- _<·:. 
·long •. costly search for· a·new· Mitchell by saying,_"It was a searchforanewvicepresident.; ;.:·,':'.:;:::·; ,·i· <··--:~·-·~··.···---,[~,;: 
provost. President James Whal· :i judgemen~. it was tough." ~e Whalen has put an ad ·in the , · ·z:::;_!7 , ~·· ::.::<;-,::.:·.·1t· · ·~' . , 
enannouncedTuesdaynightthat < said although others may dis- Chronicle for Higher Education>- --:· (;\. -~::.::-,:_ -::·J;.z-:--
hr did not appoint a can~i~ate agree he feels it was the_ "rigM" and set the application deadline _ -~ A\.; -::>'::. ift: ; : , , ,: ~ 
recommended by the Commit~e. action. for April 25, 1977. _ _ ~- ;_ ,_ ; ,, -.~.: \, . · '-!"~: 
Instead, he chose the _current History professor Paul Mc- When Perialas took office he - -
provost, Frank Falcone, to serve Bride asked Whalen how Falco-iie stated that he would remain for 
as the acting provost next year. coulf} represent the faculty if he only three to five years. "After 5 day when he hasn't seen students 
, "This· was not ~ .. easy decl; , · _ was ·appointed instead of_ being years a person begins . to get who stopped by with a problem 
sion," ·commented .Whal!?_t! at .Ii "' __ . .. · chosen· by the· committee. stale". Perialas has admitted nor a time when he didn't return 
- college-wide faculty meeting· Whalen replied, in a strong tone that he doesn't feel in touch wit!! a students phone call by the end 
Tuesday night. It was evid~Qt,. accepted a job offered to him at of voice, "The provost is NOT a the student body as much as he of the working day." 
·that not all faculty_ members· Marshall University at .the last direct representative of the should be. The people that Perialas is a controversial 
were -·pleased with _the Falcone minute. The one remaining faculty: Heis an officer working Perialas meets and inter-acts figure on campus who arouses 
appointm~nt-as there we~ heat· candidate was Peter Mitchell, a with the president." Whalen with are usually student leaders varied opinions. Students have 
ed ~xchanges- betwee~ Wh~en. vice-preside_nt of academics at said he did not want an adver- or students 'with exceptional ~ursed him for his campus 
and several professors. Stating Seton-Hall University. Mitchell sary to be provost but rather, problems. The average student policies, especially noise and 
that the decision had :been fully also was being considered for - someone who will speak his lilind · probably never has contact with parties, while others have sent 
supported: by the Chairman of, .poi_;itions at· other ins~tutions.- but- work· with. the administra- the_ vice president except_ for him thank you notes for some-
. -, the __ Board of Trustees ~c,I . but Heinz l\och bad the impres- tion. · The dialogue intensified seeing him-walk to his office or .thing he had done for them years 
; acade~.ic,deans; Whalen said, ~I. sion that .Mitchell would have when McBride said, "I think,you occasionally in the cafeteria or ago. . , . . _, 
? have been., ple8$ed witn:-~k _accepted a j~b· offer at Ith~a. misread what I said"," -- and Pub. Because of this_ lack of Perr~las s only d1sappomt · 
;,; Falcone's work." He. added _that · .. President Whalen said he Whalen respond~. "I don't think communication with students· - ment with. Ithaca and al_l college 
,-, Falcone ba!i,taken·oo· "distatef~ ·decided' again~ ~g Michell so.'' , 'Perialas decided it was time to st1:1dents 1s that th~ ideas of 
\ tas,ks" this year and d,on~ th~m because he didn't- •ifit". When then a professor asked what leave. "The time has come" says students of the late 60 sand ear!Y 
~ v.iell. ." . - · _ _ que~ion"ed by _a profe~r · Ia~r th~ point o( contact was b~t:ween Perialas, "to find someone new, 70's ~ave someh,?w· been los~ m 
·:, The Provost.-S~~ Commit- as to ~hat obiecli"ons he--had-to the faculty and the adm101~ra~ . .young, and better in touclr-with - self mterest. ~AH the tbmgs 
;;:.. tee: begiu( ~hei~ Jffo~ .. ~ ·, the final _candid~tes; .~alt:n .. -tion, assuming; t_here--are dif- student needs.". they were fightmg _f~J:', where 
;: spring but:after·tbe_U' first group_ expressed the deii1re ~ remain ferences -of· oparuon. · Whalen ___ Perialas·didn't. know his job .h'.15 it all gone? Guys still refer f 
:- ~ of final· c;arididates didn't meet _ a little bit general" but he did.say answered by saying that he involved so. much administrative . girls as broads o~ easy lays. I s 
;1 .• ( J,lresidentWhalen's-qu!lli(icati?n- . :that on~ was a "strong, _aggr~s· viewed the;-deans as _filling t~at work when he took office. These ~arder to deal with studen!s and 
uJ,)J,..rQ sat the end of.the·f~l se~ester,. sive·~ ·person: Chairman·,Hemz role-and that th~y could brmg new-found duties limited him give ,them. w~at t~ey v.:a~t-:vhen 
: the application procedure was Koch indicated·_later that he was· faculty- concer~s to t~e provost. - from -concentrating on- his main - they re thmkmg, whats m 1~ f~r 
' -:: opened agai'n. ·: -The net' ,_result referring-to Peter _Mitchell; the -Then the same professor ~egan a conc~~n. the student. Gus could · rite'." Perial_as feels that th1~ 1s 
, O \ \.·- w~. that_ the Co~i~tee: :~hi'c~ ·· rejected· candida~e, _ and. ad~e_d·;'- que~tiop wjth tlie ~01'45._ t'If yo.~ riot follow through on several. the only serious problem facm_g 
was ~orki~~ c_l~ely· ~1th -~t~e - "Pos~ibly. hi~ strong,--adm1~1s- don t - wan,t - an : _ad~ersary •. : pla·os he originally had to keep in students to~ay. Thro~gh this 
tl president; a~9NIJlg_t~ ~~ .. C~Blf- _ trative· .. styl~ 1s .. ~ot. wha~ l~haca: ,. wlien Wh~en·stepped.m and said . contact with students. student ,self-interest Per1alas ?e-
,i , ·ma~.; ... J)r,pf~ii .tt~~ . 1~~h', -.~ :Colle~ neei:ls -_at _.th~s_ ,time ~f ~ith some irrit!1tion, ."~hat the_ One of his ideas was to keep lieves students al'\l_ furthering 
:1 Jl~~q_\fed,, ¥§,~9f~--~¥.;}~i.1~~- <-~itiont·-. ..-. . - · , · · -c h(l)l i~. thi.s adv~rsary. t_hmg? ~~t · a room open in, each dorm so he thelllselves . academically more 
1-i. ~apqid~~Ji~~~i.for,t~ifi!t~l¥..~. ;rlti~cordlll~ ~to ·:Koc~~_-_th~. Eng!1sh,·profei;sor, ~di ',rerwilh- could sleep near students and then ~hey did b~fore. He ~ys 
!i'--~h!)-,-~~. y~~t:"¢.Y'f~!'·"~~l>'!s·t:~~J~t.,~•r.a:mµc~-~:;.~t10~ to_ -~'then ~ked ·~~w- t.h~ whole-,- have a better perspective on today.~ ~tugent 1s more reason-~ -:prio:·to.~pring_.~~~: -J~~.~~ .'~Fi~~"IW}V~I~ .~t<!~e .. ~wn __ into:: ,fll,cult)'._, ..woµld ~:c-f!presented : student. life. - Despite -hes' un- able, ~ts hke we went back to 
, . Tues~ay ~tb~t_, tfi.~-_§e_~ _ Co~ ·?,(t,iy:O:,~-ca~gone!:-. Some. felt ·:·u~er. the, relationship· W~alen reached goals, that his door has the 50? where a . perso~ was 
· M-., ~tt.~ !b~-~ ~W,~re,~t~F_\ "'¥:1V~ld/~s.tand}lP,, t9 .wh~en _ h:~ de5Cl'.1~~- the. _president_ · always' been open to students, more interested m bemg a -
1 
.· ., -t~~--f~)-::·ij~-:-P.~~:~·JtiJ.d§fi~~-~-.p~Jh~--~~le,of. then thre~ Jhe quest1~n bll<;k,on .. - ~nd: says, ','there· has not been .a. , ~. , continued on pgJ~. .. . , . , . , ~~-:~~I}~::~:~z~u·-,.~~~~~~~2~~;:~~~<,-~· ·;:;~~:}~~r: ,_. ~ .', '~iitfuh~d 'o~'·pg.·_2 '. : ' "' ._," • ' I "' ' I ' " . 
-r· .. , ............. -.. ~ . ·1=Ji" '! 
·'. t acan ,. 1 _ ~ •, ~ rl lxe.i,ze ,aard~e~nt _ q· .,.Jr ~- GI ~} •' , __ q, • '" • ~ ""'." :,, 30 , :¾ F4S k?(·.,~.,n:r.ift ~tr. -'.'. !J::',(;"~ q,;;,•, 
. Siudellts T<>·roseMOne.y,.· .. Inquirer 
'- , • - • I; '' •1. ' .. • ,,_ '.··. • , ,: .J ~. ,;""' ' • ,. -
. . - - ·l·mancip:it~d stude,nts;. limiting tlfitfon'·a..<;sisfance. 
~Y Ellen Blickn1110 
Photo~ by - Mark Mumptoo 
QUESTION: How do you feel 
about the student government 
elections'! 
Any Ithaca College student who IS a resident of grants to 'students enrolled 'in associate ·or master 
New York state and a benefitiary of the state's . ,legree programs to four semesters; reducjng IO\,ver 
Tuition Assistance Program (TAP) might be division TAP awards hv !100 'when tuition is less 
interested in knowing that Govern Carey has than !1500; and. adding ·to the next taxable income_ 
proposed an 18 percent cutback in TAP funding £or for TAP grant purposes any income students 
next year, while slightly increasing the ovcra_ll rl•ceive from the Basic Education Opportunity 
appropriations to higher education. ~he increase is Grant. Social Security, and · Veteran Education 
1110..,tlv in the budgets of the pubhc SUNY and twndits. -
They're basically worthless in 
th:1l. regardless of who we elect, 
st.uilents really don't have any 
voice regarding the school. 
Then•fore, it's misleading to the 
~t.udents to have elections. 
Alan Compagoon 
Politics '79 
Thl•v're alot or fun for 
t•v,•t·yhody and it looks good in 
thl· yearbook. 
Paul Tobey_ 
Drama '71 
. .,,.... ", 
\ ,, ~-'~'':~·:'~ .4 
tf 
-
.. 
I 
-t ('lJN\' institutions, which means that private If these cutb11cks fo TAP are allowed'to stand 
. ..,. - '~,·hools !.UCh as' Ithaca will feel the TA~ cuts the in next year's b1,1dget. a . dangerous trend may be 
.,,, hardt•<,t. . ~stal;>lished; wllich 'could_ ,prove . dislisteroti~· for 
l n particular, the_ pro_posed budget has a - private colleges a:nd un'iversities· .. lt -is. intl)1>rtant 
provision that t~c maximum TAP award .Qf !t5oo. - that w~/·as students," inake eyery attempt to 
will only he available to students who graduated communjcate the·riecessity of TAP and our-general 
, . rrorn high schoo~ later than Januarr 1. .1974 · . disap-proval of the Governor's proposed cutbacks to 
,PrP~cntl.v there t~ ·no cutoff graduation dat~ for our state Senators and_ Legislators. The Student 
~--A rl'C<·iving the maximum aw~rd, an~ should this he Government office has a sheet with the names and 
k·:·.,~ approved older students wt.II be ~iscou~ag~d f~om addresses of the representatives of every district in 
· ~~1 att.l·nding the more expensive priva!e mstit~twns New York. If you would like to write a letter: to 
:Ji ... in1·1· the m·cc~~ar.v TAP money wont he available your Senator or Legislator give the office a call at 
to t.hi·m. . . G , 274.3377 (x3377) and we'll provide you with further 
1 >Lhl'r TAP alterations m the ,overnor s . ~ t' 
. m,orma 10n. 
This year I knew people who 
were running, hut as a senior, I 
have never felt that involved in 
~tudent government. 
h1,dgl'l includl' reclucl'd award sche<luh·s for single 
The Man Who ~'Disappeared'' Dan Liebowitz 
Chem. '77 
By Alice Lo~y 
Applied Writing Program causing him serious digestive problems; he has 
been _burned to the extent _that pieces of his skin are 
On February 14, 1975, Alan Bruce Catalan, a missing; acid has been poured on his joints creating 
twenty-six-year-old Chilean student of civil engi- rigidity and deformation of the joints; he has a scar 
ne~ring, was taken from a house in Santiago by on the forehead and one on· the face; one eye is 
men in plain clothes and then simply "disap- closed· and may even be· missing; he has .a bad leg 
pearcd". Since his arrest his family has been and is forced to limp.:.a product of broken bones; 
unable to find out the status of his case, where he (and) he has been given pentothol -and. -other 
was being held or even whethe.r he·was still alive. drugs." But the fact that _Mr. Bruce is still alive 
For the past year a group of Ithaca College faculty, gives hope to those who are working to free ·him. 
Cornell faculty, and townspeople, who are AliJ,n Bruce Catalan may well represent the many 
members of Amnesty International (an organiza- people whq, "disappear", who are taken away 
tion defending the human rights of prisoners of secretly, held inco·mmunicado, tortured, or killed. 
{ conscience), have joined his family in trying to Amnesty International estimates that in Chile 
-Z:Cill-""•'-"""""""". locate Mr. Bruce and bring pressure to bear on the alone there are at least 1500 people who have 
Chilean government to release him. This group, "disappeared" in this manner. In Argentina· since 
~tudent government'! 
know we had one. 
Elise Cherkas 
Undecided '79 
I didn't including Dan Finlay (Assistant Dean of Humani- the militarY: ~oup· less-than a year ago an estimated 
tics and Sciences), Linda Finlay (philosophy}, 17,000 people hav.e·'~disappeared''/. ·. · . .- ·· :-
Harvey .Fir~side (politics·); Gail MacColl (politics), The Itha!ia €l1>llege!oormnunity ·1s invited-to join 
Eloise Blanp_ied (Wr~ti~g;.ei:.o~ra._~). an~ Alic~. ~ry~-- in protesti1!8' this..f.Uthless de.nial,ofJwmat10rights. 
(Writing Program), has.ni9utited a campai~.rf of·- ·Letters to-:PresidenttCarter ·and·to.membei's of 
letters-_ to government0 officials 'in -Chile, to. -the -- ~Congress, s~ould urge-them to cut off all U .S .. aid to 
American Embassy, to tit~ -_International Red Chile, Argentina, and other governments that deny 
· Cross. and to Congressmen_ and Senators in this human rights. Letters to President Augusto 
. country. The only direct response the group has Pinochet, Edificio Diego_ Portales, Santiago, Chile 
· · received from a Chilean official was a letter should request that the Chilean government follow 
denying that Mr. Bruce had been arrested. !fwo its own Supreme Decree 187: that arrest warrants 
weeks ago Dan Finlay 'rec~ived a letter from a he issued and that the family of the detained person 
Chilean group in the U.S. wh_ich stated that Mr. he notified of the officiaJ,place of detention within 
Rruce has heen seen recently in the Villa Grimaldi, 48 hours. Contributions to Amnesty International, 
a notorious torture center ,in Santiago. According Ithaca Chapter,, will be used for mailing expe·nses, 
to this eye-witness account, "he· has received and to support the families,_ of . prisoners of 
excessive electric shock to_rture in his anus which is conscience.-·; 
.-_. 
~ r., I, • I 
~ .. PrOvoSt D~elsion 
' • ' I 
.. 
continued from pg:-_1 .-. ,-~ ,., . 
·: .,.,. • ~ ' ...... • ~. • • •. ,. •..,, ~::...: I 
Ter_williger saying with a ton~ of FaJcone agreed to takJ ~ his and :Wljaleri: mentioned . that 
disagreement, "Would you _be- present position of "AS~!ST- Frank Falcone could conceivably 
lievethe president does'!"He eta:- ANT PROVOST." ,:.: be a candidate. He said Falcone 
borated his view that the presi- Next year Falcone will be the hasn't decided about his inten-
.· .. -~~~~-;"7:"'":.··'', -<._;,!·:,.~ I 
·- "II. • • • - ......... .'l 
A student reflects the moonli~ht dent represented the facuity, the "acting provost", a title which tions that far :ahead .. A. faculty students, and other members of many people thought he had this member aired the opinion· that it 
the community. year. This year · President would be virtually impossible not 
at· Tuesday's Union ~atherin~ Later, during the question- Wha1en has admitted taking on to seriously consider Falcone. 
-- and-answer .period, !}fter more some duties that would h.ave The faculty discussion about 
. -1 
Photo by'Frank Sellers 
Student1 volleyball .-
. . ·- . 
· on the "fir~(';~d,,.y_ ~(. sprm2,,,:;;;~~~- -~ 
...,_. • ••,11•.,.•,.T""' •"...Jl';.V,.:..,._.r,..;:';T.,~t•" :.·•,, .,_,. 1: '1,J'_. • • ,.· • ~' ~ • ·~ • ..,. '• 1.,~ ~,., • .,., ••4 ~, _,,,-~~~ ''. 
debate on the pros and cons of been done by a full-time provost. the provost and their represen-
the Falcone appointment, Whal- Falcone became the "Assistant tation obviously concerned Pres-
en expressed that he was both- provost"' to aid filling · this ident Whalen on Tuesday' night 
ered. by the faculty seeming to important position which amnr ;ind he told the, professors that he 
challenge his decision, saying believe is the second hi~hest · had gotten t'le message ~~a~ they 
"On behalf of Frank, I'm offend: office of power at Ithaca College_ .. felt un-r~pi:esente.d,.-_ Wbal.~n~ajso 
ed." He said the faeolty was. On Tuesday night however; --Sai((t_hat .tlie~ :were obviously 
doing · no service to him and Whalen announced bis plans :to some _ba;~i~ differences of opirt_ion 
· · Falcone .ind at one point aef~nd- narrow the ,pi'~vost', dut~: bY: ~~PUt a~ministratio~.i~1fd·f~(!lty 
ed Frank by describing·, his re:assigning; spn'u( of them: -to-. retatjotfs~ _: - •. :,. ; : :. > :'. 
observations of how hard and theo· vice•presiaent :of sttident .... 
well Frank has worked. Several affairs. Among these obligations· 
times during the discussion he will be to direct the Financial A.id 
told the attending- teachers that program, the-Health Center; and. 
if they objected, they. should Ure H.E.O.P. progr~m. which 
come see him personally. are ali currently assumed by the 
' Frank Falcone was not a · provost. _ 
candidate for provost, and he President Whalen announced 
never openly stated a desire to Tuesday another action he may_ 
he provost. "Ir don't think Frank t~ke nex(.,year regarding· the 
wanted to be a provost at Ithaca provost position. ; .He sat?: h-e-
next year," said Heinz Koch. would give serious considerat_ion ., 
Ko<;h elaborated "by saying, "I to abolishing t~e office ot' t~e ··: U ·- .. '· 
. think Frank is doi_ng Whalen· ·.·provost and .replacing .it w.itb. a · ·. --. --, - ~ .. fi:f 
another ·favor by _t:ieeoming pro- vice-president or- acadell!ic~,/:'.A foPA~ -·-SfcJ~,JF rn• '-.., 
vost." T~e first favor leoch · was · new search would be: i:e9..uir~'.~ _ , ;,::,;. : _ , ; . . .· :, ):. 
alluding- to was the· fact. that. f~n-~ .. ~<_>~eone -~~r-.t~~ ~~~;,~~~~-. 1~-~()-~'!···.~ ,- :,' 
- ....... ,,· .. :,:.;;:-s.:t,;:-o .. · f ... ,,..,_ -< - - __ '\:-·•·•/ ,•"--,:--,.~:~ ' ., .•. ,.--..-~~ 
't' ., .. , 
( 
'8 .. ~.~~·31,:,1911 t,ige 3 
. e ~-r · l.iau~~ti"t m.\~~ . · .. ,~.;· ... .;1 
' -· ' ' S~kQ . ~p~· .... - ~UJl!l~~liffl~/~frica 'fY rn~ '.s-1~ :~ -~~ .. :~ -~ '.-~ 
Lase~ ... lliQlhl'~~ ¢!>Uii (1.SO,l~d~tt, c~~fine~!~t~;'.charge~ P;A.C. ·was born, ~gn~g singer's visi~ to South Africa was .,, 
Departm~nt"ol"l>cfiltics; ~he,:A}ri,. '~unoer · the- Sabotage . -Act : for -that. systematic: counter-attacks that is me~ly bought time for 
Latin Society, and Student Gov- stealing Army bombs and incitin were the- only way to deal the white minority regime . 
. :~rnme_nt_presented ,I)avid Map~- Afr~~ns to rise against the white- effectively with the oppressive Applauding Carter's state-
.. -umzana Si~eko.l?p~aking on "Pan minority regime and acquitted regime. ment that he is committed to 
... African Coµgress (P.A.C.) and f~r lack of evidence, skipped into Sibeko stress~d that without human rights, Sibeko said, how-
.. the Liberation of Southern Af- exile in 1964, appointed Chief the aid of the United States, the ever, that he could not help but 
.. ri~a." , repre~entative of P .A.C. in 1966; minority regime would not be in notice that the only people 
.. David. Sibeko was schooled in travelled extensively in Africa, power today. The I.S. is deeply Carter helps are white, elite 
. Joha!)n,:?sburg,, Egypt. aµd the Asia, and Latin America on entrenched in South. Africa, dissidents in the Soviet Union . 
. . -l'eQple'.s ~epublic of China., .A P.A.C. missions, and was the having over 350 multinational He went further to say "if the 
,, journalist by profession, Sibeko's princip~larchitect, and partice- corporations there; having mill- victims in Azania were white, 
, . . political , ~ackgroui;id is , both pant, Qf the historic 31st General tary attaches training white th~re would be no hesitation to 
. : · e~~~~v~ an~. imp.;e~si;ve,., $ipe- · . A,sse~bly debate on South. Afri- · South· Africans . in riot control, help them." . 
. . , lc~ 1 joine~-~-b~.P1A,,,C._.i,n .:\\1ar~h, ca.w~~i;t,the Azanian Liberation supplying weapons, moral. and Sibeka _was a beautifully elo-
_.,. l~O;,.'Y{as. electei;l, brl)._n,ch. c:oril-. ~ov·~roen,t was for the f!rst·time. :political support. quent -sp_eaker and the turnout 
.. mjttee, _member'..in.. the,.'tiiiRef- ··i.rivited to·: address· the World· · ,Sibeko pointed out that the was good.· A long period of < irP_iui,<fi\1)962;, electef~e~~n!ll, ~o~y'.i!l~i~e the General Assem- media in the U.S. is owned by q~estions and answ~rs followed 
. Cl,la~tmar.~or the_ Vaal '1!~a (th~ _bly ~ o_n Oc~ober 26; 1976. the same forces that draq profit his speech and contmued after-
.· :mother ·regio~ !)f. 'Sharpeville) ... Sibe_ko said it was Africa's from the exploitation of black irt wards in the Crossroads. 
. 19~3;_.arr~stei:l same year follow~: hospitality to the Dutch when South , Africa - resulting in 
, ing country-wide hunt. by police, they arrived in South Africa in distortion of the violent reality 
. detained for sev~n ~onths · in 1652, which gave 'them the (perpetrated by whites) in South 
intelligence for the subsequent Africa. ' His reaction to Kis-
G. O rna· llCe invading forces. "We (black Ve South Africans) are victims of 
our own lack of vigilance, Euro-
Report' pean avarice, greed, conquest and every form of colonial 
. ,, ,··. aggress~n imagineable." . 
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The Ad Hoc Committee -on ownership of Azanian began 
College Governance released between the · Dutch and the 
their preliminary report this ·British. In 1948 a Neo-Nazi . 
:,veek outlini~g proposed changes White"mi~ority re;ime came intri · · · 
m three ma3or ateas: · College power Tevoking all black rights · 
B~-Laws, gover~ance and com- and institutionalizing violence 
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· . · m1tt?e structure. document, and and· terrolism against the native 
the !acuity handbook. , South· Africans. In 1959 the Hhaca N.Y. 
The most: significant proposed 
changes in the, By-laws include 
limiting active Board of Trustees 
· , · membership to consecutive five-
, · .year terms ·and · establishing a 
·. meeting attendance requirement 
.. as a criterion for continued Board-
membership. 
· · Community Council would be 
eliminated under the proposed 
changes in the governance struc-
ture, as the ad-hoc community 
. feels the coµncil no longer serves 
the interests· ,·of th~· college.· :. _,,. · 
'""· A)sb,,,Jsix, 9f •rthe,.d&,-all·college, ·-1 " · ···:, 
, .. ,!~!,onding.ci:>inmittees-are,Jmted as : . ', . 
'imippropriat~; of which·the--Bird,;·· 
·., · · get- Phtnnihg committee ,is most 
well-known. 
, Finally, numerous revisions in 
the Faculty Handbook, of which· 
such things as eliminating the 
· blanket granting of faculty status· 
· to academic and other adminis-
, trators and stressing the value of 
:- ,.•sabbTtics as being professional 
.development which will accrue as 
:a' benefit to the ·College. 
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Only a·master ale-maker can brew McSorley's C~eain Ale. 
·It takes knowledge that doesn't_ come overnight to develop 
a hardy brew. Bold and invigorating. Robust. Full-bodied. Yet 
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·Around· Calllptis' 
... Frank Falcone appointed acting provost. It's 
good to see the other, unstaisfactory finalist 
elimioated from the running, but too bad that Noel 
Richards too~ a job els~where. Does Pres. 
whalen's proposed abolitionof the office of the . 
provost and replacement of it with a vice 
president of academics mean that Falcone will 
"graduate" to a position equivalent to a full-time 
provost? 
... The Ad Hoc Committee on College Governance 
released their proposals earlier this week. Most 
noteworthy were such items as limiting Trustees to 
no more than two consecutive five-year terms and 
eliminating automatic faculty ·stature for academic 
and administrators. The former encourages fresh 
blood: the latter seems incongruous in view of the 
fact that the College president is al~o a psychology 
profrssor. Of course, what the _proposal hopes to 
curh is library and similar personal who become 
bonafide faculty. 
... Gm, Perialis resign'ed. Let's hope the Search 
Committee for his position is expedient and 
successful, especially since Perialis' successor will 
he given extra duties by Whalen. 
... The student elections are over. With a meak 26 
per cent turnout, ten unopposed candidates and 
allegations of slander.thank God they're over. 
Congratulations to the Eden Express. Good 
Luck .... you're gonna need it. The pendulum is 
swinging towards total apathy. Let's hope the new 
student government can reverse that pendulum's 
momentum. It appears to be an uphill battle. 
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SJ)lit ~·Controversy 
By Corey Taylor 
Television-Radio ''19 
As the only Ithaca College TV-R student him. Why should he stic~ it out.in a major that 
actively involved in both WICB radio and the doesn't 'interest him. I'd like to· commend·· Mr> 
Ithacan, I think it 1s time for me to speak up. Over Zalkin for·being of heart. Many others would have 
the last six months I have been caught in t~e waited until it was too late. · · · · ' 
middle ofthe·Ithacan vs. Schoql of Communications Of the four· response ~etters received iast week 
battles. This situation has not made working at the one that intrigued me the most was the letter 
either outpost any easier especially since I am a from E. Paul Abert the Director of Technical 
member of · both · management staffs. (61IC Facilities in the School of Communications: Besides 
Program Director and lthacan Managing Editor) giving us a life hi.story to apparently prove his 
I'd .like to further preface my remarks by competency, Mr. Abert also blamed the Ithacan for 
saying that the following is my opinion concerning printing Mr. Zalkin's letter. I think, Mr .. Abert, 
this whole ugly situation looking at it from a double the ithacan had an obligation to print that letter 
perspective. · and yours too, which it did. In addition, how can 
Earlier in the year the Ithacan published -an you say that "t~e teaching here at Ithaca College in 
article entitled Frictions Surface in Communica- Communications is superb."?· You're not a student, 
tions. This article dealt with problems ;within the. so how would you know? Maybe you're confusing 
School of Communications. The article was classroom learning with practical learning. Both 
concerned with academics within the school. For / Mr. Priester and Ms.. Carpenter spoke of the 
some unknown rl'.lason my coll~agues : at : W19B. · )ll}poi:1;in:eiof.pr_;icti~al eitperie,;ice.: You mentioned 
decided to take it upon themselves to answer the that by the end of a student's Sophomore year they 
charges brought forth by. the Ithacan. I can't have more going forthem· tb'a"'n-a large percentage 
understand why the Ithacan didn't attack the radio of those ~ready in the busine,ss. I would have to 
station. b~t the school's academic situation. As agree with you but: not fot the si(rne reasons. From 
TV-R students I would think these people would.be yuor vantage point you see sop:ie students doinf 
interested in any questions being raised that could well in different areas of the media. (And yes, Mr .. -
possibly improve their school's academics. On the Abert, I too am proud of it.) Students are ahead of 
other side of the coin, there were charges. of other schools students because of their practical 
falsehood within the article by Communications experience not be~ause of the (eachers. The end 
students and faculty. If the Ithacan was at fault product you see is a resul_t'. of; our hard work at 
involving the use of i11formation for that piece than WICN _ _ • ~ _ . 
it deserves blame. I can truthfully say that after AM-FM-TV and in other nw.cJia epd~ayors. The 
six months I don"t know what to believe about the only courses .taught by Professors that have been 
information printed in the article because I get a worth anything to me have been th~ introductory 
different story at both ends of the battlefield. courses on the use of the equipment. I'd like to add 
(Calling a radio tower a TV tower is what I consider that those labs were taught by fellow students 
a mistake, not a distortion of facts.) (T.A.'s) and not Professors. 
Recently- the Ithacan published a letter by MY le_arning at I.C. in Communications has 
Michael Zalkin concerning his thoughts on the been done through student interaction and 
School of Communications. Four responses '.Here• experience not tn the classroom: We've taught 
received by the Ithacan concerning Mi:, ·zaIRin's each oth~r. A&-fl\!,as· I'm concerned the School of 
letter and aJl were printed. Sy why cfo'es Mr. · Communications is nothing but a tr. de -school 
. aeitmJm blame th~ .{th_acjln...f«1r ~~i11ti~g something . under a college roof.: &rplease Ms.:.'Caf.pe~r..~at 
"totally unjustified"?: As a_member-of the·eampus the School of.Communications needs money . $he 
community Mike Zalkin had ·a right to express his adds, "that a textbook curriculum however will~do 
feelings. Joel, you exercised the sariie right. Don't a media student no good."I agree with this "hands 
blame the Ithacan for the content of the letter when on" policy as she puts it. So, Dean Keshishigloµ, 
the author was cfearly listed. would it not be more beneficial to let students get 
I don;t agree with Mr_.. Zalkin's assessmen that their academics in the college's other departments. 
in the School of Communications teaches us no In this way that money can be put to use on things 
self-criticism, no ·awareness of ourselves or the more in tune with the TV-R school's philosophy, 
WOJ.'.ld we live in and no ability t? use our creativity like additional equipment and badly-nee~ed 
to positively en chance the society we live in. But it operating funds in AMfmtv. ,' 
is this statement that makes me believe Mr. Zalkin. we are the only college I know that treat~:its 
is anything but a quitter. Since Mr. Zalkin feels r cont_inued on.pg. 14 ·:; this way it shows that Comm~nications isn't. for 
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Student Go:vernmellt .. Attacked 
- ~ I' - ' - • ·~ '.. ', •• 
To the Editor: 
·~ 
This -past Tuesday the stu- The.stud~nts have no real say dents while at Ithaca College. 
den'ts of Ithaca College elected a on how or who runs the affairs of I don't think our education no 
new group of s_tudents to repre- the college. They have little say matter if it's learning in class or 
sent them and their interests on on who is hired for important out of class is trivial and I think 
this campus. In the past the administration positions like the students and therefore ·the 
student and Student Congress President, Vice-President of students' representatives should 
involvement in student govern- Student and Campus Affairs,. have a say in how and by whom it 
mcnt in general has been a farce.· provost, and others that affect· should.be run. After all it i~ the 
The Student CongrtlSS has been the students' everyday ·life, ., students of this college that .are 
giwn a measly $85,000 budget Once one of t~ese positions are p.ayjng for their education>)'lot 
l)v the administration. They are filled, .. the stupents have on "'·""y _.' the-~dministi:ation or the facµlty. 
aitowed to play with this·money to. rid the ·colfege '.o(·~ ~erson ! ,· 'l fMpe this new grouJf.; of . 
· hy .allocating certl!in_ funds to one doing-an inadaquate job. ., "!"' • students elected to representlhe 
. · organizaiij)n' or anotnei. : :- " • ; ·) ':· This "',past «:Mond(y" t~ :•Vice- ;-stlllS"llt~d.Y will take so~ of 
' Other 'tha'n· this sy,01bolic ges:', ~President 'o(Stiidenf aitli'Cfim- · -1.Jie 'tit1'il~·that I bave said :»:ito 
ture,·the student gov.ernment of ,pu~Affairs, Constantine Perialas consideration when they ~re 
Ithaca College-, ther1:fore• ·th~·. ·sub[)litted his resignation. ,This forming their policies. I hop{'the 
students, have no real. say in the office is probably the . most Student Congress and the re)t of 
important matters of their edu- important office in deciding the the student body is not content 
· cation and even their social life policies under which the students with deciding meaningless fi.ud-
on this campus. They have no' on campus live. The person· that get decisions and be interest~ in 
· . real say on the costs of tuition or runs this office is responsible for_ · getting the students a bq(ger · 
the other costs that have to, be such rules an. what ti~e the juke voice . in d~iding. th~ir ~wi:i 
paid· for their education. -~h~l'. box can be played i!) ~h~ .Pub, . affairs; And J 'f!op~t.1.feitq!fent 
have !10 real say_ on wh~ is to be : h9~. !9ng )>~i:S.~carl_ J~ ~~ff!~ gi>v~~en~: ~etle- &'iutf!nts 
teachmg them. St,udent evalua-- -what constl~utes a p_atty. 'These. t~emS"elves era not-witlt un$ ext · 
tions of the professors are are just two of many and may year. , 
weighed . difCere;ntly ~)'. . each seem trivial, but the f~ct remams. ··. I hope the Student Con ss · 
department some not giving any t\at this office decides many- and the student body itself 
.weight to these evaluations in things that.affect our everyday their\ opinion now and 
tenure · and· 'other hiring and social lifo and therefore the total · . involved in the selectipn of. 
firing decisions. . · - · . . learning experience- of ·~he , stu-. : ; · _ coittjnued on J)g. !?·'~- ·. . . .'_ 
~-~--~~··> .:-:::~-;~-~t....~· ~~~~,.~:~,-~·:~.±'¼.~-;'i~-· ; .. _*fft;.:;,i,~[~.: -~ 
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tQr,i~ll Sfltd~~t~· Lose Power·:~:::g:~~,g~=. 
-building. This is good." 
The governance system at Senate elections was less than 30 
Cornell University has taken, per cent; in fact many Senate 
quite a turn; the students no members themselves seemed un-
longerhave the representation, enthusiastic. 
_ opposition from the students is . run the new Campus Council will 
slight. prove to be highly inadequate. 
Wolfe is deeply disapointed Professor Gurowitz has quite 
Perialas also feels that 
:Ithaca has a dedicated staff ~th 
good teachers and researchers 
and that the calibre of the school 
the freedom, or the power they The Community Senate will 
once 'had. Tne Community be repalced by a Campus Council 
-Center, which made decisions on which will be stripped of all 
issues ranging from housing to legislative power formerly· held I 
health services, has been abol- by the Community Senate. It 
ished. T~e ninety member body will consist of 16 voting mem-
ci>nsisting ?f students, faculty, hers, 7 faculty, 7 students, and. 2 
a~d employees, is being replaced employees. There will also ,be 5 
_by a new Campus Council whose non-voting members, 3 commu-
powers will be delegated by the nity trustees and 2 administrat-
·- president. · · , ors. The Council's job will be to 
"with the situation and feels the opposing views, however, and 
decision made a "charade" of the feels the new Campus Council 
sel'f-governance referendum re- will be a ". .. god moderate 
leased in February. According system" which will be able to 
to Wolfe ~he referendum showed work effectively. It is apparent 
that the majority of the senate that quite a few faculty and 
was in favor of its continuation. administrators are in favor of the 
·The Board of Trustees apparent- New Counci~ 
ly disregarded this. Vice-presi- · Petitioning for the election 
dent of campus affairs, Professor of new Council members will 
Gurowitz, proceeded to formu- begin next week and balloting 
late plans for a new campus will go from April 25 to May 2. 
council wit~out advising from the According to Professor Gurowitz 
students, states Wolfe. the final results should be known 
· is still intact. He says grades 
were \nflated because teachers 
didn't want to flunk a guy out of 
school with the possibility that 
he would be 1rafted into the 
Vietnam war.- "If we inflated 
grades for the guys, we had to be 
fair and do it for the girls. Then 
we made a mistake with the 
NFT. But with the abolition of 
the NFT ·the inflated grades 
should deflate." 
Wolfe feels it is possible for by May 9. 
The · decision was made last ?vo~see committees specializing 
week by the Board of Trustees, . m differe~t areas. . . 
ending the seven year reign of According to chairman of the 
the senate. The Trustees' former Senate b?dy, Hawley 
decisions was made in response Wolfe, the stru~turmg of the new 
to the apathy prevaient among ca~pu~ council was planned 
the students and faculty concern- · primarily by ~h? Board of ~rust-
. ; ees and adnumstrators without 
__ mg the Senates ope:r;:atlon; Th
0
e college community input. In 
voter turnout for last years spite of this, however, the 
the Campus Council to function 
effectively but " .. .in a very 
limited sense ... It is ridiculous to 
claim that it can service any kind 
of forum. It is not representative 
enough or democratic enough." 
Wolfe believes that in the long 
N 
-ATHLETIC 
SUPPORTER 
During Perii}las' year's leave 
of absence, he will remain a 
resident of Ithaca and work on 
his Ph.D. He is now in the early 
stage of writing his thesis 
entitledSt. John Chrysostom-
Theorist and Homilst. Perialas is 
amused at the thought of "leav-
ing student life to become a 
student." When he returns to 
LC. he plans to be a Speech 
professor or serve in whatever 
capacity he and the president 
agree is appropriate. 
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N.Y. TIMES SUBSCRIBERS 
· Becau~e o_f the untimel_y resi/{nation-Tb_y tthe 
NYT_Campus Repo a number o_f students wh([J 
prepaid_( or th~ school _year werre not 
. ad~quatel_y reimbursedo 
To iris·ure that these students are adequately 
rei~·bursed the N. Y.Times asks that they imaiU 
a Xerox copy ~f their,cancelied check to the 
address listed belowG 
The Times apolo~izes to those stude,its 
.. Who were .inv·oli,ed. Ho,wever the camous repo 
:o:w.n,$ h~ QWii .franchi,se and there.fore ;onduct~ 
his own businesso . ~ . _., .. 
Colle2~ and School Sefflce 
to.:· N.Y. TUiles 
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_ Attn.:,PatPa~e 
. 229 .W 43rd 'St. -
--~N.Y.,.,N.Y. · 10036 
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COn 
By David Heston · . 
The death penalty should be 
reinstated in order to eliminate 
certain criminals from society. 1 Those who murder, purposely 
and willfully, are detrimental to 
every individual's security, and ~ 
pose-a constant threat to their iJ 
freedom. These criminals serve t · 
no useful purpose to mankind, 
but solely exist as violators of , .· · 
honest men's rights, presenting a ; /4 \ 
burden which none should bear. · llf ~ 
Gary Gilmore ~as put to 
death by the· State of Utah on 
January 17; 1977 or this year. 
He became the first person to be 
executed . in the United States 
since 1967. It may have been the 
biggest step ~ackwards that o\lr 
country · has taken in recent · 
years. Legalized murder based 
on vengeance and emotion cer-
tainly calls into question our 
claim as rational beings. If we 
a ~ · truly to call ourselves · a 
civilized and free society, capital 
p-mishment in any form can not 
be toierated. 
I shall quote Ayn Rand con-1[ \ . · ~ 
cerning the nature of rights Y/ \/!fl :..s=-
(however the conclusion on the - --~ 
death penalty is solely my own): ~ -. -
"There is only one fundamental to roam the streets freely· 
right (all of the others are its would not be cared for by private 
. ~ 
through its penal system. Yet we suooort there of a criminal who 
cannot jeopardize society by funds is a government -,abridge~ 
allowing these criminals an un- ment of the individual. The death 
constrained · life. Is it, -then, penal~ i$ moral because, it rids 
justifiable to execute a society of poisonous ba'eteria and 
No one can justify the 
arbitrary way in which the death 
penalty has been enf~rced in the 
past. Until it was declared 
unconstitutional by the· Supreme 
. Therefore they can either be 
consequences or corollar1es): a . . . 
• · ht t h" J"f .. Th" executed or 1mpr1soned. Impr1-
man s rig o 1s own 1 e. 1s · h h 
· t 1- t t I th sonment means t at t ey must 1s no a 1cense o ramp e e b d b • 
· ht f th b t th ·t e supporte y the taxpayers 
~ig s O O ers u ra er I dollars, by public funds. l{ow-
mcorporates that one must never bl" fu d t II-
. h , - A ever, pu 1c n s are ac ua y 
violate anot er s rights. mur- - t f d t f d t 
l·r· f f pr1va e un s rans erre o a derer exemp 1 1es the orce o "ddl th t 
I · d t t· f · -1- m1 eman, e governmen , u t1mate es rue 10n o c1v1 1za- th t d h t ·t 1 'th 
· b h k"IJ' h f d a oes w a 1 p eases w1 t10n ecause e I s t e un a- th A k If th' 
mental instinct of man's nature, e money. s yourse IS 
question: Would I support a 
his right to live. , murderer, whom I do not know 
We need protection from c1 · 
inals of this sort. To this end .,,., nor have any relation to, in a 
private prison, with hard earned 
Declaration of Independence dollars out of my pocket? I would 
supported a government whose 
central purpose was "to secure "~-here is no morality behind 
these rights" by shielding mer working hard at earning a living 
from physical violence. Othu1·s only to see this money taken 
government accomplishes forcefully away by an institution 
through the maintenance of a that produces nothing, yet dis-
jodicial system and a penal penses of the products of others. 
system. The former is equitalbe, There is no justification for 
the latter is not, because its 
owners are not in control. forcing the citizens of the United 
States to perpetuate the lives of 
The basic question of the death killers whom they have no 
penalty is: Do certain eriminals affinity for, whom they bluntly 
have the right to life? could care less about. This· is 
Certainly, murderers are dan- what the government does 
murderer? cancerous growths· that would' 
Miss Rand states that "a inf~st an entire population. Gary 
civilized society is one in which Gilmore proudly admitted that 
physical force is banned from he would have kept-killing on his 
human relationships- in 'which evening of massacre until he was 
the government, acting as a either stopped or killed. Now he 
policeman, may use force only in cannot fulfill his desires. 
ret1lliation and only against those Altruism is..a lofty ideal but· it 
who initiate its use." It is against is unattainalbe in a society of freP. 
the ti;ansgresser's of human men striving to live as individual 
dignity that violence; in retalia- in "life, liberty, and the pursuit 
tion, must be directed. There are of happiness." Ask yourself 
people who are dangerous to the whether yon would personal,ly 
freedom of society, who would and willingly have spent one 
instill fear ~s. the morality and dollar per year to keep Gilmore 
violence as the law, who if alive. Then_ask yourself if it is 
allowed to be free would mar the moral that your tax· money, right 
_paths of the decisions of horie:.t L this very minute, is perpetuating 
men, reducing an unrestrained the existence of a sickness named 
society to shambles. , · · . ·· Charles Manson. If you, fmd,that· 
Just ·as we rebelled 'two; the ethics···that guid~ your~!ife•· 
hundred.years.ago against tax-a, cquld,net·allow you ~,individual•u 
tion without representation, it is ·ly support the fuctions,of these 
not th,e governments rig~t today cold blooded killers, then you will 
to dispose of our honest wages ~e ready to take r,esponsibility 
while neglecting our wishes._ To for reinstating the death penalty. 
· Court in a 1973 ruling, in the 
state of New .York, many states 
left the .iinpostion· ·or the death 
penalty to the discreti!:>n of juries 
or-judges.'···In that" decision, the 
Court · ·ruled that the death 
penalties were arbitrarily en-
forced. ·Results in a 1967 '1eport 
by the· President's Commission · 
on Law Enforcement and -the 
Administration of Justice show 
that, "the death sentence · is 
disproportionally imposed and 
carried out on the poor. the 
Negro and members of unpopu-
lar-groups." The reason why the 
rich seem to be almost exempt 
from the death penalty is partial-
ly as a result of making the death 
penalty discretionary and part-
ially: :15 · a ~result of the ability of. 
'the' "ri~h · i to ; \Jt)rch'aSEl rthe ''Tnbst· .. 
, respe~d:legal 'connseting 1in-rthe·, 
. nation. ,Unquestionably;· discret , 
tionary impostion of the death 
gerous and should not be allowed 
penalty is discriminatory and 
arbitrary. 
con't on page 7 
The New Barbarians, 
' 
., •:; 
by Raymond H. Kaaret 
Professor of Politics 
"You're sentenced to die by hanging by a rope 
_ until death!" 
Something from the pages of the history of the 
Wild West'! No! This is the cry of the neo-barbaric 
tribe of vengeance-seekers who would hang anyone 
convicted of a serious crime to the nearest tree. 
Perhaps the methods of human destruction and the 
processes of rough justice of our fathers and 
grandfathers have become a bit more sophisticated 
and subtle, but the bloodthirsty urge of the . 
barbarians remain. 
The Penal Law of the State of New York states 
that. "When a person is convicted of murder ,in the 
first degree... the court .shall sentence the 
defendant to death." No "ifs," "ands," or "buts" 
about it! This particular law was struck down by a 
state judge because of the Supreme Court decision 
last year in Gregg vs. Georgia, but the legislature 
currently in session is feverishly reconstructing 
this law of retribution so as to conform it to the 
requirements 'established by the Court. So the day 
may not be· to far distant when New Yorkers--
sophisticated, educated, liberal-minded, materially 
comfortable, civilized-- may have· their own 
spectacle to watch on TV (courtesy of a Texas 
judge. ruling on freedom of the press) of some of 
their brothers and sisters sizzling in a chair heated 
by a charge of thousands of volts OJ electrical power 
(a second jolt is administered if the doctor finds a 
hmt of a heartbeat; energy conservation is' of no 
concern in the execution of this highly important 
social priority!). . . 
A January. poll Qf more ·than· 1000 residents . 
represepting a cross-section of the electorate of the 
State of New York, reveals_that sor,ne 72 percent qf. 
. those surveyed either favor the death penalty as'it 
. is now or even expanding it to iilchide mbre: .crh'nes •.. 
, Only 23 perce~t oppo~e the delith·,penalt'y, while~ 
; ,. ,,, 
the remaining 5 perceni don't know. National polls capita!" pm;ii~~m~~t .. : ~d~r~ines .. o.ur se~se .. ~f . 
similarly have sho~n' a majoiity in favor of capital humanity an~ degrades the moral fiber of our-. 
punishme~t. These ·results reflect a tragedy of the society. . . . -
first magnitude. They reveal the insensitivity, The srm (~e.Peopleof the State of New York 
ignorance, Qr '1ack of moral -.:onvicti~n of a vs. John Doe" is how the criminal case is entitled) 
substantial portion of our "civilized" society. ' as; execut~on~ is ~-.tragically q~gativ.e .. ~~el. of 
But .some will argue that these perpetrators of.... o!ficial viol~IJ~e .. ~:,~l.lt b~for~.,'?~ c~l4r.~ ... ';l'he 
heinous crimes are getting only what they deserve. _ .~t~te killing,:;tl>I' ~.Po~illing:_ is:,, ,Ob°!:ice!1e . and. 
Think of the victim. The cost of maintaining these" contradictory. Our.childr~~ Jearn. that killing is an 
evil persons in prison for life is,too great. The Bible acceptable act--just the opposite of what we would 
tells u·s of "an eye for an eye, a tooth for· a tooth." want them to learn. In a society concerned with 
The death penalty is a deterrent to crime--the oniy growing violence the lesson that s~uld be taught is 
de~errent in some cases. These and like arguments .• that killing is ·immoral and an abomination. 
are offered in defense of capital punishment. How Nor can capital punishment-- ·remember that it is 
valid are they'! · the deliberate cold-blooded· (or is it. hot-blooded?) 
The theological argument, originated iii times killing of a sensible human being by the state-- be-
when conditions were vastly different from 'today, justified on tlie presumably more rational grounds 
can be dealt with summarily. The Leviticusjan of deterrence. Recent stu~ies have indi~led that . 
dictum of '"an eye for an eye" must surely be · few if any capital crimes are deterred by the threat 
overruled by the . more direct Commandment, of ex.e~!,ltio~,. ,:T~~ 1J1~~ofio/c--,--Pf . .,; murder~ ~e . ~ ', ~-: 
"Thou shalt not kill"! committed agamst· To~ily ltlembers--or· friends, ', _-,, , 
"Give them what they deserve" is simply another · usually in a moment d passion or under 'the 
way of saying, "Kill the bastards"!-- revenge :is influence of alcohol' or drugs, and witboUUlOncern 
sweet. Revenge, -or. "retribution", ih its more , -·for· -~ilie ··consequences. Premedit~ted murders~ 
elegant cloth1ng, is nothing ·more than an L~ose most likely to draw the dea~h· p~n~t_y., ar~ 
emotional, irrational_ response to a hurt suffered by · ; . masi ,l_tk~Ty to be committed by persons w'ho do not 
someone. Vengeance ·is a subjective reaction, too expect to ~t caught and who, therefore, are· not 
much based upon feelings pf the moment to be of deterred. ,,. '. 
value in solving the problems of criminal deviance· Further, there is no evidence that execution is a 
that are rooted in social conditions (or possibly in greate·r deterrence to crime.-than is life imprison~ . 
pathological· disturbances). Civilized society must · ment. In 197Q, states that had the death pepal_ty 
look to objective and scientific approaches io. learn ~ctually. h~a a· higher ·average murder rate than 
the techniques of corittolling behavior that is_ . those·stlites that had abolished it~ Also, it has liee'n 
)a!:>ell~d as· Criminal. RetributiOJl 1S an ObStacJe to 3,: .. , '. 'SJiOWn•: tbat .SOµie'- pet~IJS; • deJi~,ate)y,• •com_mit ·1' ·L~< 
. ratio~·a1 treatment of 'd~vi~nt' ~eha~ior; it i~ . a ·: ·: :: ~~~rs-,~~~¥1~1 thl:! stattrw:p1:1t thi~kt4~~3t: / ~:·-~ 
~~rowback to the arch1:11c lex -tali~ms of a_n!1e~~ 1,,,":,.-~-J~u~:;i~~~cj_i~-~e religious or perSq,tj~e.vl'r~.o.P~ .... : · ,~;' 
times ~h~t has ~o relevance to moder:n -~~~---.. ,~; ::.-toN11~1Jf.~:~~\f?ll.more,_recentlyJ;,>u\~d'ejat~ tlf?11A \'!':~-
stances:· ·' - , · .. . _ . ·. - ·. A, -1irfn)r-s"quad'-"1\rr. Utah, apparently'.X.-~nii,,CUea~-1(1; n'i". 
.f'.erhaps most important of-alt;·cl!,pital punish- : . ·'.··knselesi.ii,\'il~erJ:,in_·the.bolieqhat-the State·of \t~:i:' 
ment is a denial of hu'man dignity: •. the essence of . Utah,wo~lft~nd1)is life,. and so.it did. Others such · _ ... · 
the J,udeo-Christi~ ethic.and ~h(',,b!l5is ol.W~~~n a - ,_ • r ',_ .. ·.'. ·_' ~Il~~ued_ on:J>g. J :.: . : ' ' -~ 
democracy. Ttie lack of reverence for life implicit 10 · · · · , --- . · 
.. . ·' ,' - . -, , '{ . -· ... .,_ . 
") 
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continued from pg. 6 
The present trend of the 
states who want to pJJt.th_e-death 
penalty back on the: books is to 
make it mandatory ior c~rtain 
$pecific crimes. ~his form of 
capital punishmdt@enforcement 
seems even more illogican than 
discretionary sentences. In New 
York state on September 1, 1974 
a new law went mto effect 
requiring. the death penalty {or 
person~ convicted of. killing a. 
police officier. The first judge ~ 
impose the death penalty under 
the new law, Juage Howard 
Jones, had been a long time 
supporter of capital punishment. 
Yet even he said the new law 
"makes no sense". After sen-
tencin-g Joseph Harris to the 
electric chair, he rhetorically 
asked, "Is it not much more 
serious--or at least as heinous--
to murder a helpless housewife in 
the course of a burglary?" Judge 
Jones was forced to ·sentence a 
man to his death even though he 
saw no logic in the law requiring 
him to do so. Under such a Jaw, 
there is no provision to take 
un-usual circumstances into ac-
count. The mandatory death 
sentence is too cut-and-dry to be 
justified, as a means of punish-
ment. On the other hand, in its 
discretionary form •. death. sen-
tences .. are handed·. down too 
arbitrarily. Either way, one can 
only conclude that so far we have. 
not found a reasonable means of 
legallly taking a person's life. 
No matter what form capital 
punishment takes, how can we 
justify killing a person? The 
federal and state governments 
have a responsibility to the 
people of maintaining law and 
order by punishing offenders of 
the law. Denying a person his or 
her freedom to live within the 
society is one matter but to deny 
a person's right just to live is 
another. If we still attach any 
value to the sacredness of life, 
then we can not allow ourselves 
to justify killing a human being 
as an "eye for an eye". Even if 
someone can convince himself 
that he can, he allows himself ·no 
room for error. The American 
judicial system has n(\t proven 
itself to be infallible and a 
posthumous pardon is of very 
little consolation to a dead 
person. Imposing such an 
ultimate punishm!lnt as death 
upon someone is too final for 
human judgement. 
Many seek justification of 
the death penalty by arguing 
that it deters others from 
committing similar crimes. This 
assertion has not been substan-
tiated with evidence. The rate of 
. violent crimes has not .been 
effected by th abolition of the 
death penalty. An authority on 
criminology and criminal law, 
Thorsten Sellin concludes in one 
of his studies that, "the death 
penalty, as we use it, exercises 
no influence on the extent or 
fultuating rates of capital crimes. 
It has failed as a deterent." In 
view of such findings, we can 
take little comfort in the fact that 
capital punishment is ineffective 
in stopping a potential murderer. 
. If we can find no rationale to 
capital punishment: then why 
was Gary Gilmore executed'? · 
Maybe Clarence Darrow, the 
famous lawyer of the 1925 Scopes 
trail, best analyzes our situation 
today. Darrow stated that 
questions like capital punishment 
"are not settled by reason; they 
are settled by prejudicesw and 
sentiments or emotions. When 
they are settled they do not stay 
settled, for the emotions change 
as new stimuli are applied ..... 
The stimulus triggering the 
recent trend toward_ reinstating 
the death penalty in most states 
seems to have been opposition to 
the Supreme Court's 1972 ruling 
that capital punishment is "cruel 
and unusual punishment". The 
decision came during a time of 
growing concern about crime in 
American. Attitudes regarding 
this ic;sue will probably shift 
again over the next decades. 
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However, emotions should not in 
the meantime predominate the 
debate or we will have given up 
our most prized pos~ession-- our 
intellect. ' · 
Needless to say, the answer is 
not a simple one. Life imprison-
ment is surely a more humane 
· answel'. The precedent has been 
set in lesser crimes than murder 
that rehabilitation is possible. I 
do not necessarily suggest that 
Gary Gilmore, had he been 
allowed to live, should have 
enjoyed the liberties of living .in 
society again. Yet, maybe some 
other person could have another 
chance. Above all, we should 
never in a fit of frustration or 
rage simply say, "Well nothing 
else seems to work, so let's kill 
'cm!" If we can remind ourselves 
that criminals are not born, they 
are made, then we can each 
accept some responsibility in 
finding a solution. Gary Gil-
more's death wishes and suicide 
attempts were reflections of his 
complete lack of a sense of 
human value. He hated himself 
for what he was. We might have 
shown him that he had some 
value by allowing him to live 
even if he could not find it for 
himself. A vindictive society will 
only perpetuate the evils it 
attempts to smite. Capital 
punishment will only commit 
further harm. 
JPresidenu 
Loudonville, N.Y. - The 
stereotyped college president 
lives in a neo-colonial mansion, 
gives tea parties and spends his 
time raising endowment funds 
from alumni. And then there's 
Siena College's. 
It's not that the president of 
the Loudonville college is a priest 
or even his traditional Francis-
can brown-hooded cassock and 
sandals which sets him apart. 
The real difference is the 
mansion. At Siena it's two rooms 
on the fourth floor of Plassmann 
Hall. It's where the Rev. Hugh 
F. Hines lived as a residence 
counselor before becoming pre-
sident last July and ifs where he 
continues to entertain, counsel 
and commiserate with students 
now. 
Father Hugh or just "Hugh-
ie" as some students affection-
ately call him could have moved 
to the friary at the school, but 
that would have made it a little 
harder to stay in touch with the 
students. 
He's used to dorm life. The 
loud stereos and raucous "bull 
sessions" don't .seem to bother 
him. 
"I'd toss and turn all night if 
it was quiet," he says. 
He really has only one 
complaint about the dorm life of a 
president. He isn't there -
enough. . . 
"I don't give 'them_ (t_he 
o .. Cruel and' Unusual Punishment, 
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as- the schizophrenic Mr. Frazer of Santa Cruz, reason of insanity" if he commits mass murder or a 
California, a few years ago kil!ed, a,n entire family truly bizarre murder than if he confines his activity 
on-,-the,,grounds·: that they, .. were_ -despoil~g the_ to one person. Sentencing stan~ards and pro~ 
environment ·and· that,,he·as a- member .of.society, ·cedures, also, lack coherenc~ and uniformity with 
like the state. was justified in . taking the lives of results that a California study suggests are "almost 
those who offend against the p~ople's interests. whimsical". Jury deliberations are often made in an 
It is argued that capital punishment at least emotionally-charged situation, which often lead~ to 
serves to deter criminals from killing policemen or an unjust result--the death penalty. Due process is 
prison guards, especially if that criminal is serving violated when the execution is finally carried out. -
a life term. But, once ap;ain, there is no ev!Qence There is no appeal from the grave if new evidence 
tnat capital punishment has- any observable e_ffect is brought forward, if a witness recants, if' another 
upon criminal's behavior either in or out of pnson. person confesses to the crime, or if the law calling 
In fact the convicted murder.rs as a class are , for the _death penalty is revised or abolished._ 
among 'the best behaved in the pnson population. Capital punishment violates the equal protec-
And murderers who are ultimately freed are tion clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Former 
among the least likely group t~ become reciQivists. Attorney-General Ramsey Clark tells us that 
Rehabilitation is one of the primary goals of our since we began keeping !!riminal ~ecords in 1930, 
criminal Justice system. Perhaps life imprisonment there have been 2,006 Blacks and only 1,751 white 
may not· be considered consonant with that· goal, _ persons put to death for criminal acts: Further, of 
' but surely the death penalty is a macabre ~oke-- the hundreds of thousands of rape that have 
"We certainly rehabilitated him; he'has learned ~is occurred in America, only 455 men have been 
lesson well"! : ' . · , . executed for that crime--and 405 of that group were 
Notwithstanding the ·majority ·opinion in Gregg ' ' Blacks. A Texas survey found that in cases of 
vs. Georgia, ·which· 'upheld · the penalty · death · persons corivicted of capital crimes, 79 percent of' 
penalty, it shou"ld be 'declared, uricoiistitu_tional on those who had court-appointed counsel (the poor) 
several' grounds.· First, it is violative of the due- received the death penalty, while only 58 percent of 
process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment in those who retained their own counse! (tl:e well-ofO 
that the death penalty has not and cannot he got th"e death penalty. Clearly the record shows· 
administered in anyway but an arbitrary and that the capital punishment laws operate unjustly 
capricous manner. Legal" stani:lards relating to against the Blacks, the poor, and the uneducated. 
capital crimes vary from s~3!-e to sta.te .and Among those who remain on death row today 
jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Jud1c1al determmat1ons (and most of them are in the southern states, 
as to the defendant's competency to stand trial especially North Carolina), and there are some 500 
show not pattern of uniformity. In.fact, a murderer or more, the majority are Blacds, and almost a11 of 
may be more likely to be declared "innocent by them--black or white--are in the disadvantaged 
B,H 'f'J.[): ~-c ~:o.~E,I)_ :0<>,o~s b~_'\\\\;C..KlU.. 
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social classes. Capital punishment as administered 
today can readily be seen as an extension of the 
discrimination and. injustice that permeates the 
entire American criminal justice system. 
Capital punishment violates the Eighth 
Amendment's injunction against cruel and unusual 
punishments. It is cruel because it deprives a 
human being of the greatest gift that nature can 
bestow.:life. It is cruel because other penalties less 
drastic could be administered in its stead. And it is 
cruel because most of those sentenced to death 
languish on death ro~ for periods of months and 
years, ever uncertain as to whether tomorrow will 
be their last day of life on earth. 
Capital punishment is unusual because in the 
United States there is only one execution for every 
70 homicides, which further suggests how 
arbitrarily the penalty is imposed. More than 70 
nations and at least 13 states have seen fit to 
abolish capital punishment, and without any 
apparent increase in serious crimes· as a result. 
Since 1967, no o~e had been put to death until Gary 
Gilmore's life was ended in a fusillade of bullets in 
the Utah State Prison in January of this year. 
Capital punishment had been abolished de facto for 
almost ten years. Now it is time for Americans to 
recognize that it should be abolished de jure--that 
violence can no longer be tolerated in our socie.ty. 
Finally, ask yourself, "Would I press the 
button, push the lever, pull the trigger"?' If your 
answer is, :·Yes"! then, indeed, you have 
immediately ·before you a revealing indicator of 
your psychical makeup--better than a Rorschach 
te,st! 
o, 
'1': 
·! 
1°''1 
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Cabaret is Sold Out. which l might add is not a very through her characters to relieve the tension from characters" personal s_t_ory ·dominate ·the plot. · · : ·· 
easy thing to do. The fact that Cabaret was a the blatant exposlire to the Berlin of the day. - When actually. the relationship between Herr · . · 
student sponsored (The ta Alpha Phil production The Set Designs and lighting design by Jill E. Schultz and Fraulein Schneider,- ari -equsally as · · 
and student produced, directed, crewedand Carruthers and Michael DuPont showed that the strong part played by Kathy Slack:; :is a sub-plot 
enacted, is a great credit to the Drama and Speech crew was all working with the same ideas in mind. which emph~izes the politicai ancF,emotional ·. 
Department of Ithaca College. An1 mostly to those Canuthers' set although not as spacious as might themes of the show. This problem arose) believe · · · 
· students involved. . have been,carried a great deal of spacial depth. primarily du·e to the lack of rebearsahime. · 
Gjven the short time allowance, interupted by a The backdrop for the Kit Kat Klub divided the I feel a · lot· of thought· ·went· into taury. ' · · 
two week vacation. Mariellen Rokosnr as Director stage area from the orchestra, -but did not block the Goldman's pe.rforinance as Sally:Bowles- but due -to··' · ,. 
arid Aaron Lustig as producer took on a very heavy musicians out totally. Putting thv Kit Kat Klub.in a major prob1en-i-'of inaudibiJity it1 the second-act 1 • ;: 
responsibility and with a great deal of organization · the orchestra pit, faced· the aucierice with-an everr Ms. · 'Goldmlifl' · · ··.- gavel ,/a:,· ' .:.laclc·, ·. 
opened last night to a full house. . . close relationship to the Cabarei'and its decadent . lustre performance. Her attitude towardS'' her-- ·; · 
Caharet is not a light hearted musical. It 1s clientele. Bringing"-1s even closer to a conclusionof lovers ari<fliei love for,her,Jife· witbin Berlin··were. 
rather a depiction of Berlin, Germany during the what was really going on in Berlin at the time. within-:he1csot1I; but fell to..het·knees·onstage, , ·,, · _.. 
rise of the Nazi Party. At the time Berlin was the DuPont's lights effectively alienated us from where As C1iff' Bradshaw · the · struggling novelist,, 
capitdl of decadence,perversion and sensualism. It ever we had come, althoug-h due, to the placing of looking for a story to write, Michae) Ru'hP.)l showed 
is the Kit Kat Klub that -displays so rigorously the orchestra's was limiting in dimension. e)(cellent acting and singing talent. . He gave a 
thses characteristics. · In this unique production we run into a sturdy performance which will undoubtedly be 
The stories of Sally Bowles a performer at the ,ituati?n whi~h -must be quite inspiring for all reflected through the rest of the cast's perform-
Klub, Cliff Bradshaw, the American Novelist, :nvolved. The actors were allowed to personally ances. Craig MacDonald, as Ernst Ludwig, 
Fraulein Schneider, the matron of a rooming house develop their characters with .determining direc- Bradshaw's first friend in Berlir. has a lot of good 
:md Herr Schultz a Fruit store owner are inspiring tion from Ms. Rokosny·. Unfortunately some ideas about developing his character but only drops 
through Mariellen Rokosny's direction. Rokosn_y actors are stronger than others. Aaron Lustigwho hints for us. We never really become uncomfort-
effectively uses some important methods of Epic also produced the show, reveals amazing talent able enough with his hateful character. 
theatre to present each characters plight. everytime he performs, but unfortun'ately lets his And now we . come to the MASTER OF 
The scenes shift time and place through the FILMVIEW 
~~::~~e t~s:e~f :a:~=~~s,:ht:u~::r:a!~~;. a WICB STUD ENT TV .. -. Ithaca, .. N.Y,. -,Elfriede Fisch-
. Rokosny · has submitted enough comic relief . · · - . . ,. , , , . . ~-
- appeared in ·~ev~ral i~al new~- inger~ wido~ .. of ·ab~tract film-
Finest 
Prime Rib 
Ever$ 
every Friday and Saturday 
Queen Size $5.95 
On Sunday, April 3, WICB-TV maker Oskar Fischinger, will 
premieres "Beneath the Waves," papers. Sponsored· by Nite show and discuss her husband's 
an original situation-comedy Court, the production was band\- work at 7 P.M. Monday, April 
written especially for -Ithaca ed by students of both the. Drama 11, in 115 Franklin Ifall, Cornell 
College Televi~ion. This 40- . and Communications depart? University.' _It js· open to the 
minute teleplay involves two ments of Ithaca College. public. 
post-college roomates, Charlie the production will air on. She will be accompanied by 
(John Bachelder), a quick-tongu- Sunday, April 3 at 10:00 P.M. on William Moritz, Fischinger's bio-· 
ed, beer drinking television WICB-TV, Cerrache cable 13, grapher, who will also discuss·· 
fanatic. Aided by an article - and April 5,6, and 7 at lO:OO the artist's work, which included · 
entitled "How to Pitk Up Girls P.M. on channel six, the Ithaca Walt Disney's "Fantasia". · The 
and Score in the Same Night," College campus station to elicit event is sponsored by Cornell 
Charlie encounters Sunset (Todd from the'Sugiuras as individllals Cinema and Pentangle II in 
Honig), a bungling burglar mas- and as a group, the stY1en and cooperation with the Herbert F. 
querading as a woman. A qualities that made them who Johnson Museum of Art at 
hilarious, but unsuccessful se- they are." . Cornell. 
King Size $7.95 
The Ace $9.95 
Dinner includes unlimited Salad Bar (over 18 items to 
choose from) and hot vegetables, Middle Eastern rice 
or potatoes. 
duction scene ensues culminating Honored that Nathan chose his fischinger was a filmmaker in 
in a bizarre ending witha unique family, Masao Sugiura said re- Germany in the 1920's and in 
twist. Oth~r characters include cently • "If ~he life we .lead -~an America ;ifter his immigration' · ·' 
Bruno (Rohm Sanders), ·a stereo- .help ... !\_me_l;'l,C~!> ~. t9- ,1,1,n,dE:!\:itanp '•here' j-{t ;193ar '.!Ifu: '\Vl:>tked: \vitt1··f,, 
typed gangster's . h~nchmen, In-:· s~~E;,tJung .a.~?,~~-. ~n , 0 r~m~~r .. -.Fri ts Lang. 'Md · tfad ,:a'•profoond n ",. 
spector C~est (Larry Felton), a·, .lapanese family, !~·would make influence,on·John·ciage;''Jordan'· .. 
nosey neighbor who makes a us all very happy· . Belson and Norman McLaren The Golden Garter startling entrance. Nathan plans three more films Fischi~ger produced animat~d 
."Beneath the Waves" was !n the series "Japanese " to advertising films starting in· 
written by George Meredith, an include Japanese women the 1925, and then did a series- of 
LC. student whose articles have Japanese and the land, and abstract films, synchronized to 
1636 E.' Shore Dr;vc For Reservations 273-2566 
. -t\\t WATEJq:~ _ . 
0~ 702 Willow Avenue
0ivA 
277-0800 -41'' 
'Ithaca's Finest Niqhtclub 
open every day 3pm-lam 
WED. SINGLES NIGHT. 
MOST o·RINKS 75¢BEER 50¢ 
HAPPY 
HOUR 
EVE.~Y 
DAY 
3:00- 7:00 
LIVE BANDS TUESDAY THRU SUNDAY. 
Japanese youth. "Full Moon d k · 
L h., L'f · J · 1 a soun trac music. He was a unc , 1 e m apan exp ore · · h · · d th h th J · F, .1 pioneer m sync romzmg soun 
. roug e apanese ami Y with image and . iscovered ab-
airs Monday March 2Bth at to:3o stracted symbols which created 
on Channel 46. musical sounds. · 
~------------~------........... 
. UNUSUAL .. GIFTS 
the iron.shop 
the commons . 212-s 
. • , . I . ' , : .• 
From-April 1 through June 14; you can fly fuundtrip from 
New York to Luxembourg for only $410 .. 
That's $89 less than the youtltfare you'd pay on any 
other scheduled airlir?. (From Chicago you pay $458 and 
save $103.·) All yot1 1ve to do is be under the age.of 24. 
There are no !xx,_ .ng restrictions. And no skimpi~ on 
meals or service. Because we give you the same service 
you'd get from other airlines, without the same high costs. 
So, if you're not flying Icelandic to Europe, you're 
spending more than you have to. 
We'll give you the best d~al. 
~ave $89-onjet f!1res. 
_ ~o Eu!ope and:.~o~k :_ 
: .. any.t1mey,~·want~---
r-----:.:...--~.....:------~,-:.--:-..::;~::_~~-, 
I lcelan?ic Airlines. Dept. ttCN · - I 
- 1 630F1fthAve.,N.Y., N,Y. 10020 , · 
1 See your travel agent. Or call toll free: (800) 555-1212. I 
1
1 
Please send infonnation on a111ce1andic's low-cost tares to Europe. I 
. . .· I 
( Name . ·, f · I . · -· ;, I 
· t Addres, '· . I 
J C!t)' _ · . - Stat!' .' · , . 7.,p · · . f 
. This w~ek: "4. O'elock· Collecti~n''· 
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... Cabaret· 
. -
Ceremonies the Ein~ of the Kit Kat Klub. A 
role, no do~bt, carrying more weight in this show. 
·than any other. With a great d~al of finesse James 
Lish ~eateq the,.C~biu-et. Altti~pgh perha~ not ~s 
baw4ili.~ens~al:as. ~as. p_os~i~le,115h ~ed -~he 811' 
with the decadence and excitement which kept the 
show alive. Lish's rewarding musical number 
opposite. a gorilla in. th! second_ act was as 
controversial, .as i~ was enJoyable. ·. . , 
The,-Ithaca- Collel{e Medical School 
The Choreography of z,iva E1Senberg and 
Director Rokosny was sp3cially excellent. It was 
exciting to behold~ swarm. of bodies un~ulating to 
some of the .classier muStc of the penod. ' 
Though th.e -wmtrers -were all dancing the sam~ 
steps, they never.all aquired the same style. The 
Kit Kats on the whole were only acceptable, but 
proved entertaining. They. often seem,erl t-" 111rk 
practicP. t.irnf'. . · -- , _ , _ . 
- ·~·h~ Musical ninnbers ·.were· very effective. 
Possibly because Cabaret's.music is beautiful ,and 
the orchestra played with much co?cern to. the 
actor's welfare. An unexpected surpnse was given 
by Don Stutdy who is presented briefly singing the 
"Tomorrow Belones To Me." _ 
As a collective creative force "Cabaret" is at 
least enjoyabie and for the most part interesting. 
the one factor though that will make each 
performance worthwhile is the fact that the 
auditorium' will be filled with the vibrancy that 
comesjn hand with live theatre. · 
Needless to iiay, special thanks to the folks who 
brought us "Ca~aret"! 
by Jeff Sawyer 
Although Ithaca College began life primarily as a 
music school, it has since brached out considerably. 
Our wide curriculum now i!Jcludes a selection large 
enough to accomadate most enterprising young 
students. If one were to wald around campus and 
randomly ask people to name all the available 
majors, they would do quite well. Not because they 
like to keep will informed about all the 
departments, but because by the time they 
graduate, they will probably have majored in all 
the departments. 
There exists, however; one little-known depart-
ment at Ithaca. I say it is little known, because 
very few people know of it. Point made. Just a 
short drive from campus, in Waikiki, Hawaii, lies 
the Ithaca College Medical School. I asked the dean 
of the school, Dr. Thistle Hurt, why it was so far 
from campus. He replied, "I don't know." 
Naturally, any college which expects it's 
graduates to go out into the world and grapple with 
people's lower intestines must keep it's credentials 
high. Dr. Hurt assured me the school's ratings 
were quite high, as were the students. Visiting 
lecturers frequent the halls; a highlight this year 
was a talk by Dr. Don Ho entitled Mixing Ammonia 
and Bleach-A Wow of a Lu-ow% 
During theil' four month PhD. program, the 
doctors-to-be perform various ~nov_ativ~ and 
exciting experiments in the lab, which IS uruquely 
built into the basement of a Tru-Test hardware 
store. In one case they crossed a cat with an 
antelope ruid · got,· odd.ly enough, a cantelope. 
Another time they combined Truman Capote with a 
chimp and got a gay chimp. In fact, while I was 
there I was lucky enough to witness first hand a 
student operation. A former patient's pacemaker 
had suddenly stopped; the situation was desperate. 
The students made several unsuccessful attempts 
at starting it, by jumping it from a nearby Buick. 
No luck. It was decided that an operation was the 
only alternative. While I watched, the dean's best 
student seized a two foot scalpel, and with the cry, 
"ABRA-CADA VER!" transformed a living patient 
into a cadaver. Amazing. 
For those of you desiring more information about 
the school, there will be a demonstration given on 
campus in May. An actual operation will be 
performed on one of the billiards tables in the 
games room. There is a small donation of a quart of 
blood at the door, but anyone who has never heard 
the cry, "Gall Bladder in the corner pocket!" simply 
shouldn't miss it. 
StC>ra~ka to Lecture On Rape 
•,'• ' I < • ' ' ' , • ./ • 
CRAFT SUPPLIES 
GIFTS '. 
Frederic Storaska was born in and energies· to understanding almost a -million· students at over encouraging as Storaska has put 
1942 in Bloomsburg, pennsyl- and solving· the problems of 600 colleges and universities together a powerful eight person 
vania. He attended North Caro- assaults on men, women and throughout the country. His working Board of Directors 
lina State University, where he children. In November of 1964 program is sponsored annually including some of the world's 
majored in p~yi;hqlogy. follow- Frederic Storaska was invited to by 120 college campuses (the leading experts in the field of 
ing a_se,rious f~tball injury to his pres_ent a program on "Pre- maximum ·scheduleable number) rape anrJ assaul_t. _ 
right_.knee, Storaska turned to vention of Assaults on Women" with approximately 55 percent of His twelve years of research 
teaching Karate as a means of at a private women:s college. these campuses having spon- culminated in a book published 
strengthening his knee and of T~elve weeks later ~n a court sored Storaska at least once by Random House, and a film 
some financial support during his trial for rape, a young woman before, an unparalleled repeat which is being syndicated for 1 
college years; the holder of a testified for the prosecution that performance rate on the college network television and is dis- . 
black belt, he instructed' local, ~er life. was save~ by the and _u_niversity lecture circuit. In tributed to th~ general public by 
state and national law enforce- mform~t1on she received when add1t1on more than_ 275. cas~s Learning Corporation of Ameri- i 
ment personnel in self-defense attending the lecture by Mr. have been reported m which his ca. They were released in March · 
karate. Storaska. This was verified by program has prevented serious 1975 . all ar _ 
An. early . evening in the• the Chief Investigating Agent of assault and even saved lives. titled How to s,; No ; e~ 
sum_m.~r_,op~61, Fredetji; St~r-. _t~e ~tat~ Bu~eau of Invest_ig~- . Storaska established the Na- Rapist_ And Survive. 0 · 
ask a, ~jtq~s~.d. . .th1p brqt.a,l 1rape, twn.·Further.- m another case:six tional Rape· and As3ault. Preven- - -
and !~SAaqltq~fratyoung,-~r,l,,rur a,,months la~~~ ',a . worn~~ was ~iQn Cent~r in May 197~, and as a ·1 Frederic StorasKa wui oe 
gang,of.teen11ge,boys. He ,mmed- murdered on ·a campus m t~e result of its success,· m M3:y of lecturing here, Thursday, April 
iately fought off the assailants, same state, and the same Chief _1974 he founded the National 7th at 8:30PM in Ford Hall. 
but the girl- though at least now Investigating agent of the State Organization for the Prevention Admission is free. 
saved--had already beenseriously Bureau of Investigation relayed of Rape and Assault (NOPRA), 
injured. that if this woman had heard Mr. Inc., a non-profit, tax-exempt 
With this shocking rape im- Storaska's lecture she probably organization. NOPRA's future is 
bedded in his memory, Storaska also would be alive_ today. From 
t;J 
Pc;,tl 
J.Bee 
HANDICRAFTS 
LARGE SUPPLY OF• 
BEADS 
CORDS 
.MACRAME 
TURQUOISE 
LIQUID SJLVER 
ASTER CREATION 
105 S. CA YUGA 
272-4920 
traveled to several universities that moment on Mr. Storaska 
seeking any. inforIT1ation on began his crusade to bring 
assat1lts .. Much tQ his surprise, information on assaults to pre-
little re~earch had been initiated. vent the rape of American 
Puzzled by"t'his appareµC't'a~oo". '_women, in ·today's society. 
treatment of rape, ·eciucation; · In· ·-the past twelve years, 
Frederic Storaska s·ei forth to Fi:ederic Storaska has presented 
Ithaca College Bureau of Concerts 
· devote his complete resources_. his raJ!epr~vention program to 
-:~.- .::·,_1··.._, ~-~· • __ ... _. ~· ... !. i · 
Featuring 
Steaks, Seal ood, and 
King- si:Zed Sandwiches 
• 
Anyone finishing a Dmitri's 
Dagwood 
is·.entitled:-to-a Free-:Draft 
I .. ~ 
o~-~n-- 11 ·A.M. J,. ~ . ; .1-A.M~ 
' Upstairs -overlo·oking. Cale 
Squa!~ at the Pyram-id Mall 
... 
.. Prea~nts 
~TH~ PIANO MAN 
t BILLY JOEL-
Saturd8y Ap,il. 23, 1977 
. . 
Ben Light Gym 
8:30p~ 
Tickets 
5~00 IC Advance 
. . 
5.50 Gen. Public Advance 
6.00 Day -~, Show 
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Bom·ber Nine· Open·s Sunday· Crew ,r O Ta~e On 
· · · Big Re .. ~ · 
-A lot of'new faces will be seeking' 
to carry on an old tradition as the 
Ithaca College baseball' team 
opens another season in a little 
more than two weeks. 
' by Mary Kozey 
have compiled an impressive Crandall (Wyckoff, NJ) a senior 
204-62-2 winning record and centerfielder, belted the baseball . 
seven of his clubs have advanced at a .413 ·clip in 16 fall games 
into NCAA p?st season ·play. ~ollowing a .321 ave~~ge last ye~-· _ '.fh~ Ithaca College Crew 
--- Several freshmen have a 
_ chance to break into the starting 
lineup before the Bombers open a 
rugged ·slate of 29 games with a 
doubleheader against Penn State 
here Sunday, April 3. 
. Last spring the. Bombers m 44 contests. ~~ting on b~ is _ · te!1m · willface Cornell A,pril · 2nd 
enJoyed a 35-9 campaign, includ- -a Crandall spec1ahty. In addition-_ at 12:00 in the first ineet of the 
ing fall baseball: Ithaca ~nish~d to his solid .h~tting,_ Crandall .has Spring '77 seaso1_1. Vai::si~.i'Coach 
.second to only champ California- walked 105 times m 78 (sprmg) Robert Tallman predicts a good 
Stanislaus in the first NCAA games. season despite the toughest· 
_ . Al.on$ with the-largest, num- _ 
her. of men the cre}V- team .J1as 
ev~r had,Jl r,ew coach 'wm:M.on 
the scene. Assistant-Coach Andy -
Meyn '76 will be- helping eoach 
Ward Homer with the freshmen. 
\. 
Division III world series at Van Remm~n (W.SENECA), a scheduleonltliacacrewteamhas 
Marietta, Ohio, last June. senior· sh9rtstop, h~ never hit ever had. Saturday's schedule is 
--
Ithaca will be after' a 40th Last year the Bombers shelled below .390.during his three year as follows: The crew team has a full 
year training.program, excluding 
the summer· months out of 
school. _ H0{1VY training. began 
again early this spring with 
rigorous workouts. Irr-the words 
of John Romain a typical practice 
goes like this "Warm:ups con-
sisting of on the ground stretches 
and then it's into the water. 
consecutive winning season. 
Coach Carlton Wood, NCAA 
Division III Baseball "Coach of 
the Year" last season, begins his 
12th season as the Bombers head 
baseball coach. Wood's teams 
enemy pitchers for 445 hits and career- here. Last season he hit 
365 runs in 44 games while .. 357 in the 44 games and despite 
posting a team batting mark of being hampered by an ankle 
.328. injury he hit .321 in 16 fall season 
. Crew Regatta 
12:30 Novice 4 
Lane 2 · Cornell, Lane 3 Thaca 
Canoe Races 
Quality Custom 
Framing·· 
The Frame·Sho 
15 Years Experience 
414 W. Buffalo St. 
272-1350 
The Bombers will miss gradu-
ated lef~fielder Tom Welch who 
led the Ithaca attack with a .453 
batting average, 70 runs batted 
in and 27 extra base hits 
including 11 home runs. Welch 
was named to the Division III 
all-American team after his 
outstanding senior campaign. 
While Welch will be difficult 
to replace, the Bombers have a 
pair of veterans ready to lead the 
way both in the field and at the 
plate. Co-captain Pete Cra-ndall 
and Kevin VanRemmen are solid 
hitters and defensive standouts. 
At,jATl-C 
GAftOEN 
[R~STAYRANT] 
C'hinese -A.mericari Food 
114 W. State Street 
By attending Adelphi, close· to home, you may find it more 
pleasant than you exp_ected to fit in six or as many as 12 
summer credits: Our first session starts early (May 31). 
Adelphi's summer courses may be just what you want: 
short and intensive, concentrating on the essentials. You 
can get crucial credits out of the way in a relaxed, · 
congenial atmosphere. Summer can be used to focus on 
one difficult course. To shorten time in college._To get the 
jump on your final semester, or to start a Master's. 
UNDERGRADUATE SUMMER REDUCTION: If you take S 
credits in one summer session, you save $10; if you take 6 
aedits, you save $20; if 7, you save $30; if 8, you save $40; 
if 9, you save $50. _ 
mu CAN REGISTER ENTIRRY BY MAIL . 
If mu REAUY HAVE NO TIME TO WASl'f, call: (515) l41-2020 
(If you have a special problem, or above number is busy, 
call: (516) ~. Ext..7214.) !· 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Return coupon to:. SUmmer lnqui!}' Room, Levennore Hall 8 -
Adt?lphi University,C,arden_City, N.Y. nS30 
Flease send me A4e1Phi's Summer 1'111 Bullelin UICI 
· .RegislRdon Pad for: a SUnvner1:May31toJuly1 -
_ a Summer2:JulyntoAugust12 
a undergraduate aedit a· graduate credit a non-credit 
a need course descriptions for transfer credit. 
. ~ .. 
~ame · 
~dress_.;.... _____ ...;_ ______ .,..;;_,.......--
·\ . 
. City ________ stare _____ Zip __ .. , 
. Telephone 
College attending-------· 
games. 
Wood feels the Bombers 
. should be s~onger both defen-
sively and on · the mound this 
spring. 
The Ithaca pitching rotation ~ill 
likely'include Karl Steffen (Troy) 
John Minarcin (Oneonta), Rande 
Pierce. (Somerville, NJ) and Bob 
Brooks (Spencerport.) Steffen -
and Pierce are veterans who 
combined. for··a 14-5 mark last 
1:00 Freshmen Lightweights 
Lane 1 - Cornell B, Lane 2 -
Ithaca, Lane 3 - Cornell 
1:10 Freshmen Heavyweights 
Lane 1 - Cornell A; Ian~ 2 . 
Ithaca, Larie 3 - Cornell-·B 
Canoe Races 
1:40 J.V. Lightweights 
Lane 1 - Ithaca, Lane 2 - Cornell--
A, Lane 3 - .Cornell B-
year. Both are juniors. Minar- 1:50 J.V. and Third Varsity 
First there is~.· , 
up 
fifteen -· on the paddle 
fifteen- · full power squared 
fifteen ·_·full power with 
feather stroke .:· ., 
-cin, a transfer, and Brooks, a Heavyweights -
freshman, will play their first__ Lane 2 · I.C. JV's Lane 3 - Then there is a series.of'c~d~f"e 
varsity season. Cornell 3rd Varsity ·strokes. 20,24 - 20,26 . 28,28 ·, 
. Wood is ·optimistic about his 20,30." This concludes the 
pitching. Canoe Races warm-up. 
"Karl steffen and John Min- 2:20 Varsity Lightweights 
arcin are capable of beating any Lane 2. Cornell Lane 3. Ithaca Tr1·u1·a 
team on our schedule," Wood 2:30 Varsity and J.V. Heavy. 
said. "We have a good blend of weights _ Quiz.· 
veterans and newcomers." _ 1:.-an·e 2 · Ithaca Lane 3 • Cornell · ,ay _ George GeodmaD .. 
Ithaca is currently on its two I\- t ,. f . . · QUESTION ONE- Last Thurs-~ 
k · t· b. ak- d .,.,. repea per1ormance o wmnmg ., wee . spnn~g·:,,';'.a~a. t~n re an .. : iold medals in the Dad .vails· .. ~da,r, Mpntl!al;._~anadien forwa~ 
the deamondmen will not report . 'h·· Id "d uffi . -, t - • ·.Guv, t.:fle,,,. _..,. .. ~d in his 23,. 
b k f f 11 • • . _, s ou prov1 e .s _ ~e~ _ ei;iergy,.r, , ~. ""t'£"J~~ . ~ ac_ ~r U practice SeSSIOnS · for another winning' season.· _,..conse~UtJVe "game breakmg. t~~ 
until this weekend. record of 22 consecutive games;:< 
Wood is anxious -to take a What Boston Bruin held this 
look at several players who are Running a close second to record: (It happened in 1959-60 
battling for a starting spot. the Dad Vail's May 12. 14 is the season): · 
Some of the positions are set. meet against Marietta April QUESTION TWO- North Caro-
crandall in center, Van Remmen 23rd. Coach Tallman depicts a lina won- the NCAA Basketball 
at shortstop and Shawn Sullivan note of wariness in his commerit championship in 1957. Who was 
(Agawam, MA) catching are "Marietta has the best team the coach.for the Tar Heels? 
starters. Power hitting leftfteld=· they've had in ten-yearst Ithaca QUESTION._ THREE-· Mar • 
er Ted French (Waterloo) a retains the Tallman Cup for the quette _lost m· the fin~s of the 
freshman looks like another ssecond year and hopefully it will 1974 _NCA4, Basketball. Champ-
, . see the third. ionsbip. Who did-they-lose to? 
QUESTION FOUR-The 'Boston 
A FIVE MINUTE RIDE h W0R TH. 
',()M[l HING EXTRA 
ANNOUNCING 
Our New Dinner Specials! 
THURSDAYS ·-SEAFOOD.NIGHT 
. Fresh Pan Broiled Haddock -3.75 
'"-: Red Sox plp.ce~ ~fco Petroc.ttl!i on_ 
- irrevocable . waivers this past 
weekend. Petrocelli set an 
:American Leagµe -record in 1969 
when he played shortstop. Name 
- this record.·:·' '\ · .;· ; · -
·_ QUE~TION WE..:. Marquette 
retfted coach:"1tt'"McGuire had 
coa.ched at 'another colleg_e prior 
to Marquette;· Name this sc1!_ool. 
\ F_IRST 
ASSEMBLY 
Of-GOD 
520 W, Senit~a Sf. 
Rev. Richard J. Th·omas 
_ 2n.mJ 
·~ - ,· !.. Fresh Broiled Scalloos __ - 5.25. 
Steamed Alaskan· King Crab. . ;. ··. 6;~0.-- --
, . ':.- : - ~ -" . - . . ' 
-·, 
Sundavs 
-
Too Sirloin Steaks 3.65 
---· . .... :. 
' , •, . ·--::~~··,·-t~_.,t,·~··t· '-. ;,·. · .. ,- ,. ,,' . .,, . 
..... ... 
. ' ~ .... · .. . . ·.,. ' ':: - •. ' .•• 'i. ,, • ·-- '. 
··-
'' •, ..... · .. ,. ' 
•• • J '~ •• ' : ~ ·~-~~/:~~~'~.Jl' .;,·. 
: J'., ... 
-- . 
Intermixed with these "hand coordination. Every .part of your. 
strokes" will usually· be several body is in use. The person at the 
· series· of.drills designed to make head of the boat · wearing a., 
.the.:-erew · 1110re:.. technically· effi- · lbegaplione is- the coxwain, ~he 
cient. 15ther work will.consist of . one who can win or lose a race.-
_(depending upon the Qay of the Their job is _steering and keeping 
· week) w~m up racing starts, the proper cadence of the shell 
praetice changing the cadence of and the oarsmen. The second 
the st~ke, cursing at th~ ele- person is referred to as the 
ments." · stroke and the end person is the 
For those of us under the bow. 
water a race is 2000 nieters in Gary Kilpatrick who found-
length or 1.2436 miles ... To race ed the crew team in the fall of '68 
in. a_ lightweight boat you must can be proud of his followers. 
av-~rage· 1$5 lbs. · To .race in a Winning seasons are · n!)thing 
;h~avywei@J: ·· · boat · you -. must new to the members of the Ithaca 
-av~rage-180-185 lbs. Th'e boat 'is Gollege Crew team due· to the~r 
called a shell and the people· in outstanding, hard working atti-
the boat' are.referred to· as oars tudes. This Saturdays' meet will 
men. Crew is a spott involving be one you won't want to miss! 
endurance, timing, strength, and 
... Bomber 
certain starter. 
A few spots are 'Yide open. 
Rich Preston (Monsey) and 
Gary Kucick (Manhasset) could 
platoon at first ·base. -
Picking a second baseman 
will be difficul~ with three 
tale~ted players involved in close 
competition. Veteran Chip Cic-
chetti. from Ithaca, returns 
while Nunzio Fazio (Watertown) 
· and freshman Joe Hopkins, an-
other Ithacan, .are also in conten-
tion for the starting berih. 
Paul Caroleo· (Babylon) and 
Jcihn Nicolo (Saugus, MA) a pair 
of freshmen, will both get a good 
. look at third base, JimLazak 
(Babylon) and Mark Zapolsky 
(Woodbury) are the leading 
candidates for right field. 
Nine 
Ithaca's young squad showed· 
steady progress during: the fall 
enroute to a 9-7 mark despite 
several injuries that hampered 
the club. 
The Bombers hope to open 
against· Penn State for the first 
time since .1974. Inclement 
weather has cancelled the opener 
with the Nittany Lions for the 
past.two years. 
Wood feels the Bombers have 
the potential for another success-
ful campaign this spring. 
"The rapid development of 
our freshmen will be a key to our 
year, " Wood said. "Overall I 
think this club has the potential 
to be a bit stronger than last 
year, but we have a long tough 
road to climb to the top again." 
Char Pit 
.. , restaurant 
:t?\::,::·:fsteq~$,'.:.-~&f:'.'.ch~ps~.,: J•' I 
elmira road . . · .273-0777 ~ 
across from Grand .Union ;: 
/' 
.,. .. . . ,·' 
C"jew Meets. 
April 2 Sat. Cornell 2:00 H 
9 Sat. Georgetown · 2:00 A 
16 Sat. Marist 11:00 A 
23 Sat. Marietta 1:00 '•h 
24 Sun. Dillingham Cup 1:00 
A 
ANSWER ONE.- Bronco Hor0• ANSWER FOUR- He hit ·40 
vath · · homeru~s. the most by any A.L. 
shortstop 
ANSWER TWO- Frank Mc-
Guire 
1
1 
ANSWER FIVE- Belmont -
·. 30 Sat. Kerr Cup 1:00 A 
May 12 Thurs. Dad Vail's 1:00 
A 
· 13 Fri. Dad Vail's 1:00 A 
14 Sat. Dad Vail's 1:00 A 
ANSWER THREE- .. N:orth · Abbey 
Carolina State 
"How To Say NO 
To A R-apist and 
r, 
Survive" 
lntemationally AcclaiRJed 
Rape-Prevention Program 
Thursday April 1,·1977 
8:30 p.m~ Ford Hall. 
Admission FREE 
..... ·.:.' 
. ' ' ' . 
'" ~· ·::·:~, ~:· .. ~::.~ ·:.~'3:k~~~H~~~~~'1fl"~~~ .... ~~~-1J"lc-.. ·>.Nwr..-t,~:U~~·,~·.w:~,, 
,,,. 
', ~ 
' ' 
'l)e ~,:March,al,il977. · plip.·12:· 
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6'Disappeared Persons'' Need Help 
I 
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To the Editor-
I want to call students' atten-
tion to the' article on "disap-
peared persons" written by Alice 
Lory in this issue of the Ithacan. 
Three years ago a good friend of 
mine· who had been , arrested by 
the Chilean Junta was in great 
danger. I asked students 'to 
write to their congressmen or 
women asking them to write to 
the American Ambassador and 
to President Pinochet of Chile 
expressing concern for his safety 
and asking for a statement of 
charges against him and a trial 
date. Many students did this and 
the eonsequent inquires of many 
CO{lgressmen to the Chilean 
~vernment resulted in the re-
lease of my friend, who was 
granted safe pl:l5sage from the 
country i with his family. I am 
asking again for the same kind of 
help on behalf of Alan Bruce 
Catalan, whose troubles are 
described by Alice Lory in the 
: article I refer to above. 
Many inquiries might save this 
man. Those of us who have been 
working through Amnesty Inter-
national to secure his release 
would be very grateful if people 
in the Ithaca College Community 
would write a brief note to their 
c~ngressmen or women asking 
that inquiries be directed to the 
Chilean government about the 
status and health of Alan Bruce 
TheLIVER 
TAVERN 
Rest Drinks Anywhere 
Great Steal,s & Seafood 
·warm,Friendly Aimosphere ·· 
Sing-u-1.,on{! Fridriv&,5<tturday 9:Sfl, Open 
2027 SLATERVILLE RD. ·7 u~;~~t 
Catalan who "dtsappeared" · in· 
1 February 1975. Any replies 
1 received tould be given to Alice 
Lory, Eloise Blanpied, Harvy 
Fireside, or Dan or Linda Finlay. 
Thank you 
Linda Finlay 
Chairperson,Dept.ol 
Phil. and ReJikioo 
... Government 
Farce 
continued from pg. 4 
Vice-President of Student and 
Campus Affairs. I hope they 
continue to voice their opinions 
and ideas and work to get a 
bigger voice in the proces~es that 
control their education so that 
, the quality of education at Ithaca 
ICollege continues to improve. 
Joseph Torch 
Business Administration '77 
COLLEGETOWN ITHACA OPEN7 DAYS . 
i SUN•THURS 7AM•2AM FRI a SAT 14 HOURS 
"A BLOOD-CURDLING~ H.UMOROUSw 
AND SHOCKl~G FILM"-Daily News 
"BRILLIANT, 
VALUABLE,. 
IMPORTANT" 
•N.Y. Tim~s 
"REVEALING 
AND 
TERRIFYING'~ 
__ •N.Y. 1:im,~ 
. .. 
Oddities-~ln--News:· 
Julienne Salad Plate 
Shepherds Pie 
(Morristowp.~.J .(---A law_yer 
. here claims lie's "found the"secret 
to, in his words, "get ·kids off 
p~t." 
Jerry Martin, -a- junior part-
ner in the firm of Smith, Fenster, 
Jones and Louis, says that if kids 
throughout America we,:e al-
Dlnm•r lowed to watch dirty movies by 
Lasagna their parents, the kids wouldn't 
8alishurv 8tl•ak ·need the escape of pot. ' 
R'ak1•d Fish ·, · · ·When asked about,the effect 
Exam 'frPats · 9:00 · 9:30 pm of dirty movies on kids,. ·Martin 
·J,'riday, 12/17 
L1111('h 
Ilot Tuna and Cheese on Bun 
Cround Reef and Potato Pit• 
Ilam Salad 8andwich COid 
l'lat.1• 
Di11n1•r 
1"1·al,J>arm1•san 
('h"''"'' Om1•Jpt 
Foot Long Ilot DoggiP 
Saturda}', 12/18 
Lunch_ , ,.,·. 
Hamhurglars ,, -. , · 
Cold Plate 
Assorted Salad 8andwitrhe~ 
Dinner 
Roast Reef 
~hrimp Basket 
: replied~ ·"IM rather have my'·kids 
he p'ervertt!d than be·rioth~ads:" 
', , _-,·.I ; _• r. I • •, •', 
(l·~ltnira(---A local man wasfound 
dead rec~ntly on- the·-sidewatk 
here---only to get up and walk 
awav a short time later. Police in 
Eim
0
ira explained that William 
Croister, an unemployed printer, 
had gone into a local bar with 
some fri<'nds: The group ran up 
a $100 tab and then Croister's 
fril'nds proceeded to leave the 
har: · Croister explainrd later 
that ,he knew he couldn't pay a 
. hill th".tt large. so he pretended to 
·. <•ollap'.,.;e outside the bar·. hoping 
· I hut the bar owner would be too 
-,horkPd to remember the ,bill. 
.\ppar1•ntly, the owner .• James 
D11ff_v: wa~n·t fooll'd as he called 
polke imrncdiatcl.\·. Croister was 
arri·stPd and charged with ·petty 
lal'l'l'n_\' and puhlic - cndaqger-
ll'l'n1. 
·~etl; 
SYMBOLS OF LOVE 
\ 
·• ····-
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A Keepsake diamond ring 
.-::; reflects- yp_~r Jove in its 
beauty and brilliance. 
The Keepsake Guarantee 
assures a perfect diamond 
of. fine white color 
and precise cut, . 
There is no finer 
diamond ring . 
' 
. . - . . .. .. 
~ _ _. ~-. -_:;-~:~~:-.1 
, 1 -, ,! ' , ~ L : .. '.:.. ~- 1 
',· ~ : , 
. :i . 
·~ .. _· _ .. 
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!'?~~~~.1,1;;;,~~:·:·. a,~ rllcalt8r~tOp Reiurrn~ 
..... (I •.• I •• I • .... ' •• ,· ' -. • 
Perchance had ,you strolled near .,the Union this acedemic procedure. In other words, its tough to 
P.~~ Tuesday evening, you would have observed an make classes. Many people find themselves 
unmistakeable sign of ~pring. At least a good seemingly stuck in the sunlight, as if hypnotized by 
.hwi<!fed Ithacans--had gathered ther!;) to pay its unfamiliar warmth. Groups of these sun 
homage to "one heck-of an outrageously beautiful zombies usually collect in front of the Union, where 
day",· _. In general,. paying homage consisted- of they· coerce their friends into joining them. A 
Pu.tcha&ing a ~-pack in the pub and consuming leftover can of beer or a friend with a guitar is all 
outside. Nevertheless, ,it. was a successful party some people need to forget their scholastic duties. 
J}lat.nq~~·ha!J orga_nizeq, no-one had expected. It A spontaneous·game of volleyball or frisbee can be 
,justJrappenei;l. - .... , - . . , , . - as equally distractitlg. .By the way, volleyballs, 
-, : ,a~qther,.m.o@,;>by,i~s.and.enlightened signal of nets, frisbees, baseballs, footballs, and · an 
$pringJ~uld ,be: &ee,n I stre,tch,ed out aside the impressive. assortment of estra-curricular equip-
towers, atop the terraces and around the quads ment can be borrowed at no cost from the games 
.yesterd~y .. These ,.were. the sun-worshippers. room in Egbert Union. However, students must 
.Those .who didn't get enough or any of Florida. leave their I.D.'s while using equipment. 
These people· from sun bathing socials in select 
spots to escape staring students. It's funny how 
frisbees always seem to land near those with the 
scantiest swimsuits. It seems strange, if no£ 
downright ridiculous, that last Wednesday our· 
institution was closed on account of an overnight 
blizzard. In spite of the last few days stunning 
weather, many winter jackets still hang promi-
nently in dormitory closets. The fickle tempera-
tures leave those who set clothes out the night 
before in a state of- utter confusion. One must 
ultimately choose between a sweater or a T-shirt 
and pants or a G-string. Onew begins to wonder if 
there are indeed -seasons, or if the climate is 
cletermined on some sort of an atmospheric roulette 
wheel. · 
Anyway, the signs of a promising Spring are 
present. The· more romantic individual might 
prefer groundhog shadows,"little purple and yellow 
crocuses or a grimadng bluebird, but the more 
conventional red 
blooded male must have observed the return of the. 
halter-top. Women's libbers will try to-brand that 
Bring q Touch of the Tro11ics 
ta Your Home ... 
FLOWERING and FOLIAGE PLANTS 
TERRARIUMS and SAND GARDENS 
"SUNF~OWER" POffiRY . 
HANGING BASKETS 
deliveries in lthacu 
154 Ithaca Commons 
273-7231 
THE j 
__ P __ L_A_N_TA_T_I_O_N __ 
-MAYER'S 
SMOKE SHOP 
Foot Of Aurora Street Hill 
All Smoker's Supplies 
Paperbound Books 
Magazines 
Newspapers 
·· analogy as chauvinistic, but rest assured, it is 
merely an observed variation in resident women's 
fashions. The proverbial flowers of Ithaca College 
have bloomed. On the other side of the coin, 
T-shirts, demi-shirts and no shirts are back. Attire 
hardly resp,ectful of the most brutal winter weather 
in 65 years. Would you believe the lake froze over? 
Depending on your course schedule, this good 
weather can be a torture as well as a blessing. 
With some courses,· ·one has a good chance of 
talking the professor into holding class outside. 
The suggestion is usually born in the front row and 
backed up-by the whole rear section if the prof"even 
considers it momentarily. Yet there are other 
courses where there is no way you're going 
anywhere but into that cold, clammy classroom. 
Its always amusing, listening to someone proposi-
tion a te:icher when you know you're not going to 
see daylight. Indeed, it is understandable that a 
teacher might be afraid of distractions. Which 
b('.ings us back to the halter-tops.... Hopefully, 
Spring is upon us and the recent climate is only a 
sampler of what is to come. The snowball of 
yesterday will melt before the softball of 
tomorrow. Swimming will no longer be associated ; 
with a chlorine stench, and the faces of our fellow 
students wiU emerge from the down collar.s of 
winter wear. Say hello. to those wrinkled white 
things at the bottom ~f your legs. They're called 
feet and they love to run through fields of grass. 
Turn on your portable A.M. radio. It's time to 
memorize ERA'S AND RBI's. Drive to the parks. 
A barbeque is in order. Big, bad winter is gone. 
Hopefully, the i~eman leaveth. 
'· 
Of course not. 
One of the problems with the excellent weather 
of late· has been ifs interference with. normal 
r--···--- .. - - ·-··- -- - -
Photo by Frank Sellers 
. -, 
·puzzle Answe_rs 
--- S WAR.D. AS HUIR~ ~ Ml 
F 'AN 0 I LE R s p 0 RIEi 
I N C E NT I V E p 0 R EIDI 
STUNG•KEA SOS 
HAO T • !PIS.KE Le IMA SET STER 
TRACER 'Eios•AVE 
RE v Ea.rs s PE c r Es 
E T O .. E D P A L L E T 
ARIO iEi ERE 
TODO SAPID RAPT 
A C T R O N • E f D E R 
IClA NTO Al T E RC A T r: 
IAIS COT TARNS !!.a~ !PIE E R S E R A S E 
. ~.Q.Q. 
~. 
ffltKtY~S-
. .,~·--: 20/s:)\i• st~··,. 
·. ~-Ithaca, l'_i.~. :· . -
272-8262. 
_, - . '!: 
·-·- --·THE-· ·· ' ' . . . 
··~·.M.U$ic,_StorEr~· 
... ,- . ·' - ~ ,_ . ,. ' - . .. 
- ...... 
-- .. 
•. 
.. 
,-
Al· Restaurant for All Seasons 
· Elmira Road, Ithaca, N.Y. Ring 272-6484 
---
LOOKING FOR A BICYCLE? 
THEN GO TO BIG WHEELQ 
THE B.IG WHEEL_ IS· THE BIGGEST~ 
· -:~THE':-B-IG WHE:EL IS THE. BEST! 
·.f(NER PEOPLE vou·LL··NEUER MEETi) 
BIG:-WHEEL PRJCES C~N'T BE BEAT! 
' . 
ITHACA~S ONLY AUTHORIZED EOR SCHWINN. UISCOUNT. NISHIKI 
ALSO· FEATURING MOTQBECANE~,-RALEIGH~ PEUGEOT~ ATALA •. AND MORE! 
ALSO AUAILABLE·-SLEEPING··B-AGS. BACK PACKS. TENTS. , . 
-CARRY-ON·· BAGS.: ... DUFfEL BAGS ... SWISS ARMY KNIUES. AND MORE -
• • I • • ; ' o, • ', ' • ' • ' ' 
. ·tO'l.-Dr.,den ~oad {between Collese Ave. & Edd~ St.l 
· .. _ .. _ --··· ...:.~~: ... : .,........,. __ -_ ··-.zi~,.·~-"4t--->····· -~T,!.-•• ----.--·-, .. -.·-·-· .•• · • · · •• 
•• · ""· · .·~';,~:;.-!,.~·1 .. - ar~ ·-' _._ .... y~\; ' ~ ,i.·,., .. - .... ~.c., .. ~.-l,,i•:--~·,'I°'; .. ,., .. ~.;.-·;·,-';.!.":'" ···-·~ •. ~-,..~·,,,-•'l"'"'..;..-..{I.~-
-·, - , • - , ..i.,.~'rr-"lt':!· " .... ,: '-···•' •' •, '":' ' • .. • .,,.,_ -:··•''·:.~·,-.•• _., ......... -~ ......... .,,..,.,._,, ..... ..-..- .... :..-~_ 
... :· ~_>:/.·:.,·x \: .. \?,\ /t~;_.:' ... :-:,:i::~~ ... -<_. . · . ' • ~ I • • . ., ; :. ... ,: : :, : ,: .: · ,- ' ~ ... :. ~· :,( ... ·",--;,., . ' ·: :1: . . ., .. ; '< 
.. ,,, 
Thnthaa1n:1f1irc'li 31; lM'7 ;" ,,_1;''14t.~ 
continued from pg~ ,t . .. .P,esident.._,- :, 
students) as much tim~ as I Used ':siena oorriiito;y life. 'He does 
to." . . not plan to leave agdin in the 
. •.. ..&~~~ "" . . . -·~~ 
"·~-~ontrov,ersy·. . ;.'.;, ; D.~ .. ;;··· •. ~~"';- I C ·:.:! 
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The 44-year-ol.d priest 1s the near future. · 
first Siena president to live with When I was inaugurated in 
the st~dents. !J.e do~s.n't.see it~ October, I decided to stay in 
breakm~ tra~1t1on, 1t s Just hes Plassmann Hall. A president can 
always hved m the dorm. As a become very isolated from the 
freshman in 1951 he began his affairs of the students and I do 
Siena dorm life. The following not want that to happen," he 
year h.e left tho~gh and entered a explains. "The college exists for 
Franciscan semmary. the students and this is a way of 
Seven years later Father finding out what they are think-
Hug~ returned as a religious ing." 
. • . . . , "J ~· ,:. ~~i -~~~; , _:z.1 :.~ .t"! r~ fF.i ~~~~ =-: 
carr1er .. current station hke·· a Joke. One of our .. _ .~. ~; .. ··-"' ~·..:-..... =·:':,,-.;- __ ;-::.-: .. -~,. . ~~· 
departments big selling points is two radio .. · ._ .i ~:· ./-: ....... · _:. · :,~.' , .. :·~- . , .. 
stations, even though one df them can hardly be ; V ·. ~. (. · :, ·. ; . · ,.( ;.; ·: ~,' 
heard. How can the TV-R department criticize the . . -~:~".'J}';: : :~·. • . . ... _ 
, Ithacan when they can't present a viable,. ~ ·,.:·:,.~;·:. · 1 ·,· ·· •.. 
alternative campus medium. The AM station has-.,·.. , .:;.t.'·r ·.,,'.,,.::. •,:\ _ \ .. ·,· · 
been irlvolved on campus this year but it can't ._ , _ · ~:; ·~·· · · ..... ~!:,,,:.,;. ' · ·:· 
become this year but it can't become a viable force .- ·- '. \_ · · .~,.: ·. . .. · ·· ::. -: · . 
until everyone can hear it, clearly!,· "..-'}¾'\ i;~/· .'>\'./::., , , : 
The point that the Ithacan'should clean up its , -' .. /.~;;;····\ ··:}'.,:,,.)·;:;· ,_ · ,·,:---.c. i 
studies teacher and resumed his house before it atta~ks others holds true just as :./· ·. : . - :~:, ~\ '":'.:; ·. · · "· · ~ · 
much on the other side of the fence. Maybe the · ,· . · _. .. ·1· "' . ~-\ -- ... 
Free 164 Page Book! 
44 different tours to all ot Europe. · 
incl. Scandmav,a. Russia. Balkans. etc 
Plus Morocco. 2 to 4 weeks. escorted. 
all expense incl. a,r. S102B to S2489. 
d'ble occupancy. Frequent departures 
Ithacan wouldn't be such a powerful voice if there : ·: \,:, .:· .: :,::·y,~·~-rl { ' : . 
was an.alternative to this paper. :~'·':';: ·-·. ·:'-: ·:l't,:·1··  
I'd like to conclude this article by saying attacks ; .. -:t½,::--.. ·.? ,ijl '. · 
on Dean Keshishiglou nor on the statements in his '. .. - \.(_ . -".'~~;tr: . 
favor. , T~e Dean h~s showed me !10 incli~ation ';. --.-; .'~,<··:'.:J,ijl;:o::, ·., ' .. ; 
toward bemg ex~ept1onal or !Qusy m my direct .: ·-·, '.; ·"" · 
contact with him. 
p 
BEAM TRAVEL·'. 
207 N. AURORA ST. 4 
277-3133 U 
Finally· I'd like to note that I'm leaving WICB (.-. 
radio management against my wishes because of 
pressure that has been put on me· by different .'. 
sources (not students) within the School of 
Communications. I think now that this battle is 
starting to affect my right as -a student something 
should be done about it. It should end NOW! 
Photo by Bruce Morosohk 
: ~ . 
'· 
P.S.To my friends at WICB: It is common 
knowledge that we are short on funds. Attacking 
the ithacanis not· the way to secure additional 
funds. Prof yourselfup! Remember, it is the 
offense that score the runs. 
1 
Six \\'l'l'ks B:1sir C.1mp ;it F011 1,,nox. Kentuck\'. 
' You'll get $500 for attending a ch,illenging camp. And, if your pe1ionmmce is 
exceptional. you just may qualify for at wo-year scholarship as you enter 
the Advanced f >rcij..,rram. 
2 
\ 1ultiplt· 1.·ntry/( >11-rampus summt.·r pn 1gr;1m. 
Enter :\rmy l~( >TC during yc>ur freshman 1 >r sciphcllrn>rt' yt•,tr \\'ilh 1111·1:nilitary · 
obligation. You'll find a cmTiculum !hill ·s flexibll' and t'Xciting erniugh'to \neet.your 
class schedule and academic m•ecls. You may. en•n cc msider enn >llingthi~ summer 
in Army I~( >TC on ~·;uh pus. At t ht' end oft ht·· summn you mfty find yourself 
. . digiblt' for the Ach·;mrt'd Prohri·,1111. . . 
3 
. \c I\'; mri ·cl Pbrt •1111. ·nt 
If y, ill ;1rl' ;111 .-\nny \Ttl'r;111, ,r a Ju11i1w I~< >TC gracllldtl'. y, nt arl' t•ligiblt• ti 1 
alltomatir;llly t'!llt·r .-\ch ;mn,·cl l~OTL'. , · · 
\1111n;!ttt•r ho\\' \:Oll t•nlt·!· 
:\rmy l~( )TC. yo1:·11,·\pt•rit·1Kt' ;1drt•11-
turl's in lt·adl'rship. 'iiiu'II karn ho\,. to 
ll';td through hancls-111·1 trai,ffng. :\ml 
· . \o mattl'r. wht:;ther \'our 
ran·t·r plan, an· militai·y i1r:ri\~ilian. ·upon 
graclm1t.i1111 .-\n: i~ !~()TC pri 1\·iclt•:- fi.ir 
l~nth-;1ctin· dilly st;li ti: ,, ith a starting 
as a·cacll'l in tlw .-\ch·;mrl'd l'ni-
~ram. y11u'll n·,·l'i\'l' S~ilOO 
11\·t·r your b:--1 !m1 ~·t·ars. 
. · .. Army,ROJC. 
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(ZNS) Alger 'Hiss, the Stat~ -
Department. Offici.aL convicted of . 
perjufy during the famous 
"Pumpkin Papers" trial in the 
.1950's, will reportedly request a 
new trial next fall to clear his 
name. 
Hiss says he was the victim of 
government· tampering in h~s .. 
1950 conviction for lying about . 
releasing military secrets for use ··.-·. 
by- the Soviet Union. The 
principal congressman spea-
heading. the drive against Hiss 
was then Congressman Richard 
Milhouse Nix";.. 
l!H .• 
• f' ' - , ,. ' ... 
-, ·, _·t;,,· ; 11 • r ,n.it·;1 1, .~ir~,'T .n<,! r 1't= 
' . . !? 
... - 'j(ZNSf Meyer Unsky, said to~.! 
be one of the finallci~l kingpins of:': 
· the, inderworld, and· four other 
reputed members of the mafia . · 
have been subpoenaed by the 
Dade County State's Attorney's ·. 
Office in' Florida ' to answer· 
questions about the murder of ' 
John Roselli, a onetime admitted ' 
mafia member. ' · 
. Rosselli's body ·was found= .. : 
stuffed in a chain wrapped oil'.:' · 
drum in.·,Biscayne .. ,Bay near'.-. 
Miami last August,·shortly after·· 
he had testified . before several 
Grand juries and committees, -., 
. including the _senate .intelligence 
committee, looking into assas, _ 
: sination.pl(?tS. ,, ·. • --, 
. , Amo!}g.the others subpoenaed.·· 
't() testify 'about Roselli's death ; 
. '.~r~ Anthony'.Giacalone, who has·:: 
· · been identified in senate hear-· 
ings as a member of the mafia in 
Detroit, and who previously was 
extensively questioned in the • 
disappearance of James Hoffa, 
the former , head of the Team-
ster's Union. , 
Last year, ·Roselli testified 
before the senate. intelligence; 
committee about his role in an ·. 
alleged · plan by . the Central· _: 
Jntelligence_.c\gency to-use Mafia'.'. 
figures to assassinate prime!"-; 
Minister Fidel Castro of Cuba. .t; 
· ·' Investigators h3ve indicated;;: 
. th'at-Ruselli,was alsg scheduled to'_'i 
be a -witne~s in the current~. l 
1·nvestigation by-the House into;:J 
t he assassi!}ation. of President{: 
John Kennedy. :.: · 
,. •, 
·; .. n·· · ·u11'·.,;· ·,.·-,:_·_·_·t· · 
· · ··em \ '. . - . . 
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All members of the College community are urg~d 
to ret_urn the copy of the Alcohol Use Survey which 
they have received. The surveys may be left at any 
campus mail· room. or ·returned to the Office of 
Campus Activities in the Egbert Union. 
If )'.OU have not obtained a copy of the survey, 
additional copies are available at the Office of 
Campus Activities. It is hoped that as many p~ople. 
as possible willµspond to the survey. 
Campus Activities Film: "A Touch of Class" in 
T-102 7pm and 9:30pm Friday and Saturday April 
1st and 2nd. · 
"I~i Amin Dada" Sunday..,April 3rd in T-102 7pm 
and 9pm and Monday, April 4th in T-101 8:30 pm. 
Admission to both movies is FREE!!! ' 
Ithaca College· Bookstore ~anag~r Mar:Y- Cutcei- · 
would like to remind everybo~y that the Bookstore 
will be open until 7 PM Monday through Friday for 
the remainder of the semester. Hours are now 9 
AM to 7 PM. 
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID BULLETIN 
In response to the 'concern voiced by the 
Corporation's Advisory Council and many incividu-
al financial aid officers, the filing deadline for 
1976-77 Student Payment Applications has been 
exte.nded from March 31, 1977 to Friday, April 15, 
1977. The Corporation will accept all applications 
postmarked no later than midnight, April 15, 1977. 
It is important to note that April 15, 1977 is the 
deadline for filing applications. This date is not a 
": ·".~ _. .- .. Jll'~essi_ng dei\~llil)~.-,;·All applications meeting the 
. __ , ,. ··mm1:(deadline·-wilr'Iil pr~essed by the Corpora-
. tioo. This includes all aprtlicants listed on any of 
, : ,;,,, .t~t\,.\"f?,Ster.s wjth_a.,~~tu_s oWJB" or "B,~'.', i.e. t~os~ 
'r ,.,,: .. ,.st_u<J,ent;s whoi,e,, .appl_1cat~ns are m review 
J • .. • penaing receipt of additional information and/or 
determinat\ons of independ_ent status. 
Tne Consumer Federation of America offers four 
unpaid summer internships for ten weeks working 
with lobbyists, res_earching-energy issues, doing 
! .-,,.',,! commun_ications and press work or ·working with 
'':-- ;_. .catate and:i local.. citizens a19 · consumer groups . 
. :Application •,deadline,,ds -~'J)ril 15. Interested 
studlmts··may' contacy.-Mr. ·'.Nick Apostola, CFA, 
1012,14_th:street, N.W., W~,hington, D.C. 20005. 
• i!1 1~ I 01 .,. 
~~ 
,, ,! •:• ., 
,; 
Joel -~avishi~sky ~f:the }1~partment of Anthro-
pology ,1artd 12· fthaca Colle_ge students, recently 
returned· tfom Cat' Jslaitd il! the Bahamas where 
they carried out "'.itJ 'intensi~. month-long commu-
nity study project. The re~arch was part of the 
department's 'experiential fieldwork program, and 
involved students in ethnographic studies of four 
agricultural communities on a relatively isolated 
Bahamian.island. Students will be analyzing their 
data and writing up field reports during the 
remainder of the sem.~ster._ A public_lecture and 
slide show o~ the project is .scheduled for Tuesday 
afternoon, April 5th at 4 PM·.in S-202. The college 
'communitv is: invited to'.- attend. 
I C"- • 
l , r , • ~ : , • , , ""· .. • , • 
•l_-,,.,,),1,., ·b • .•. ~JJ": ·., 
Remarks ,.j ·- .-·. \. ·.·-. ·ne~1s 
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\ " · · · F'ALL 19·77 Co'tiM;tfRegistration material has been 
mailed to On:campus stud¢nts \including Garden 
Apartment Resident~) that have paid the !200.00 
.. :·,)<Jvance ·oeposiC Students residing Off-Campus 
·>rna_,.,· -.' .ontain -their. material directly - from the 
·--~~~i~}_f,.~r·~ ?fi!~-~.~~twe_en 8130 a.m. and 5:0~ p.m. 
:{~Urse~ Reg1strat1on will take place starting on 
April 11. · Students should check the Course 
i,'.;/'t)l"rerib~cheduti'f6r specific instructions for their 
\. · . .\c;.1dern~fef1.-o~ ..::!' ' . if; · 
i • •·•:--- • . I :·.i· 
f 
. " .. . .,. <!' ' \\-.; 
_· .. · ·J~)\I'RiBH~t'l.91'7?"1 T~i~ ,i~tbe last :.day, :to .drop -:· _ 
. . cou~t\.. fuf ~ ... :.fulring, ~J977 semester. All , . . .;. 1 
~ilij~J'MIA~l~t~ (~~-~aduation, ~fay, 1977,~(::~ · 
, f m~.Y~r.f~g!Av~(f lttit~~ ~strar) 9!!1ce. . .. ,; · "' : 
.. : , .• • !":-'c1 .lit ·a~;f:~ii·iil.t? .!\~tlV .! · '. .ij 
·, .. ·-:"'~. ';: :::.. :.~ • • ,. - •• '· • • • d
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Teachers A.re· HUrtin 
By Bruce Safford 
Outside of parents, the adults that children 
spend the most time with must be·teachers. Now 
teachers are those smiling folks you meet up with 
one day abruptly in that place called school that 
your older brother or sister goes to. And so little 
.do you know, being so young, that you actually 
envy that ride in the big yellow bus. But what do 
you know; you only stopped eating dirt a little 
while ago. You'd do anything for a kick. You'll 
· have slowed down a lot by the time you make 
colleg~. 
But we were talking about teachers .. I can only 
vaguely remember ]1/Iiss Kind:ergarten Teacher, 
except for her being skinny, and the teacher of the 
other section 'was (at, and w~ called the one Hot 
Dog and the the other Hamburger. My first 
offense in my academic career occured under the 
jurisdiction of the bird women. They used to line 
us·up, see, and•hand out little cartons of milk that 
· had been sitting around all morning, and graham 
· crackers, one tq. a ctfstomer. Well one day long 
after this routine had been established, it struck 
me as I was standing there buttoning my sweater 
the wrong way for the fifth time in a row that I had 
never seen anyone take two crackers. With a snarl 
of impunity, I took two of the bastards. I got nailed 
for it. The teacher saw it, and to this day I don't 
know how; she was on the other side of the room. 
It was my introduction to this radar that teachers 
·· used to have. Now, it was bad enough having this 
woman leaning on me for grabbing two-(she only 
had two boxes of them, it wasn't like it was her last 
or anything) but the other kids in the class turned 
vicious and ostracized the hell out of me, like good 
ol' H.C. said. · . 
So after feeding:'i1s th-is, they'd herd us over tq 
oannon Yoeurt' Sale 3 For $1 
'sandwhich Ot The DaY 93' 
our mats for naptime. There's nobody more wide 
awake then a bunch of five and six year olds at one 
o'clock in the afternoon. I guess they didn't know 
that because the two of them would leave. Leave! 
And they did it every d!lY, and we couldn't believe 
it and we'd grab our mats and start at one end of 
the room and take a tremendous running jump and 
land·with the mat cloth-side down and slide into the 
opposite wall. That only went on until somebody 
broke her·nose. Low thresholds of pain, girls got. 
It's true. Ask any boy. Yeah, the screws really put 
on the heat after that. 
The teachers I had throughout grade school 
are kind of a blur to me now. They were all 
housewives and mothers of kids it seemed to me; 
continued on pg. 18 
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TUES.-SAT. 10-5 
THURS. Till 9:00 
Try Ua Onco and . . . f 
You'll Always Come Beck i 
Discount Beer Prices 
Cones. Shakes. Sundaes 
oannY·Yo Soft frozen Yoeurt Plus Many Other Deli Items 
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Bet you. can't 
guess what head-
line we wanted to 
use, but can't, 
because our 
chicken lawyers 
claim a certain breakfast 
cereal trademar.ked it in 1937'? 
We weren't even going to 
suggest that a Schmidt's .is 
. especially terrific &t the crack -
of dawn. On cornflakes, it 
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-.~.Two:'s Comp~ny · 
GRAND OPE~ING 
FALSO MUSIC 
108 W. State Street (Next ·To Fantasy Fair) 
277-4883 
The Office Of Campus Activities 
Presents a Film Series 
Every F~day And Satur~ay Night 
At 7 & 9:30 P.M. In T-102 
r j_ 
! 
i 
I 
! 
. . 
iABiOLUTEI. y FREE 
t . . .. 
; - Thi.g Friday &J\d Saturday 
! __ . .April 1st_ & 2nd ·_ --c 
l"A_TOUCfl Of ~~S~ : _8~= .. 
(;Jenda.Jackson.& .Geor~e Seial 
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AMERICAN & CHINESE RESTAURANT 
• COCKTAILS 
• ORDERS TO TAKE OUT 
124 CODDINGTON ROAD 
ITHACA, N. Y. 14850 
TEL. (607) 273-1234_ 
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Lansing \ . 
· Discount Liquor 
APRIL FOOL'S SALE 
MARQUAND -~PANISH RED, WHITE,_ ROSE ............... $ .99 fifth 
BON FRERE FRENCH RED, WHITE, ROSE ................ $1.49 fifth 
LEONE LAMBRUSCO ........................................................... $ .99 fifth 
NAVIGATOR PORTUGUESE ROSE ................................ $ .9~ fifth 
PEDRIZETTI CALIF· ZINFANDEL ROSE. .................... $2.39 ½' ~ai 
-PEDRIZETTI-CALIF· CABERNET'SAUVIGNON ....... $1.65 fifth 
PEDRIZETTI CALIF· CABERNET SAUVIGNON ........ $2.89 ½ ial 
BONESIO EST ATE BOTTLED 1970 CABERNET ..•.. $2.39 fifth 
IMPERIAL MONOPOLE N·Y·S· CHAMPAGNE ........... $2.59 fifth 
AND COLD DUCK ............ $5.19 ma~ • 
•••••••••••••. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••• $ .50 6oz. 
.· CHECK~V VODKA ................................................................... $3.85, qt. 
.. TUDOR GIN ...•..••••.... ~ ................................................................... $3.85 qt. 
• I • ' 
· M9NUMENT ALS FINEST BLEND ...................................... $3.85 qt. 
~ -KEY. BRIDGE BLEND .............................................................. $3.99 qt. 
.. · LANS.IN.G 
·01scO.UNT LIQUOR 
Pyramid Mall 
''Spirit and Wine Shop" 
Mon.-Sat. 9':30-10 
'257- 5675 
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Amidst growing controversy surrounding tuna 
fishing and porpoise mortality, the National Marine 
Fisheries Service (NMFS) has begun a n'!assive 
aerial-ship survey of porpoise populations within a 
five-million square mile sectio~ of the east.ern · 
tropical Pacific Ocean. According to NMFS 
officials, the survey will help shed light on the 
impact of commercial tuna purse seining operatio~s 
on porpoise populations as well as provide a data 
base for the determination of future U.S. tuna 
fishing regualtions. 
1\'i--
Under a court ruling last May, U.S. District 
Court Judge Charles R. Richey ordered that all 
yellowfin tuna fishing "on porpoise" be halted., In . 
his decision Judge Richey declared that all tuna 
fishing permits were invalid because neither the 
tuna industry nor NMFS had sufficient data upon 
which to base the determination of "optimum 
sustainable population" (OSP) levels for porpoise 
stocks and thus permissible kill quotas. He ruled 
that under provisions of the Marine Mammal 
Protection Act. adequate information must be 
made available on the impact of %cidental killing of 
porpoise associated with purse seine operations 
before any fishing permits could be issued. 
In response to this order, NMFS researchers 
began to formulate plans for the massive survey. 
The survey, estimated to cost some $330,000, will 
take nearly three months of at-sea work and will 
involve the use of two NOAA (National Oceanic and 
Atmosphereic Administration) research vessels 
and a Navy Neptune plane. In order to cover the 
vast survey area, the Newptune will be used for 
much of the leg work. 
The' airplane is scheduled to fly along 25 
separate tracks for a total of 30,000 nautical miles. 
On each flight, trained aerial observers will be on 
the lookout for porpoise schools. Once a school is 
spotted, visual estimates of the school's size will be 
recorded and pictures taken with a 9-inch mapping 
camera. Once this process is completed, the 
airplane will drop to an altitude of 500 feet and the 
observers will be made possible through the use ·or 
the Global Navigation System. After the species 
identification maneuver is completed, the airplane 
will resume flight along the trackline at a 
1,5000-fooi ·elevation. 
Meanwhile two research vessels, equipped 
with specialized binoculars manned by trained 
scientists, will continue the porpoise search at sea • 
level. One of the vessels, the Cromwell, is 
·scheduled to travel 12,000 miles over a p_eriod of 72 
_ ooo Teachers 
and it also seemed to me they were all quietly 
. insane like most suburban housewives are, And 
that's a true fact. You can look that one up -
They're nuts. Grade school for me was a perpetu~l 
game of kill the man with the ball. Spent a lot of 
·time on the old playground. 
The teachers in high school were of a different 
hrccd. It was there the axiom, those who can do, 
those who can't teach, and those who can't teach 
arc department heads, first became evident. I 
we?t to a private school in the seventh- now, now 
wait, I hear you laughing out there, and what can I 
say hut, oh yeah'! I didn't know any better. Hell, 
I'd only stopped eating dirt a little while ago. 
We had one guy, Mr. I?-, and he had this thing 
he called a zap stick, and it was like a broom 
handle. It was· white' and it had this black tape 
wrapp~d around it. He used to swing that thing 
around and come crashing down on your desk with 
it. Called it negative reinforcement. He went 
through about three a year. 
What I used to do in high school was 
\•-
days along the westernmost boundary of the 
survey area .. The other ship, the Jordan, will cover 
~.220 miles along the southwest boundary during 
its 61 days at sea. 
NMFS scientists worked closely with members 
of the Marine Mammal Commission, U.S. tuna 
industry and environmental representatives as 
well as other porpoise authorities in determining 
the actual survey area. Factors such as>the 
capabilities of the crew and equipment, budgetary 
constraints, known localities of porpoise-tuna 
associations, and major tuna fishing corridors were 
used in establishing the surveyh boundaries. 
While aerial surveys are not error 
free, according to Dr. John T. Everett; profect 
leader for the survey, "it is the best available 
scientific evaluation we have." A similai: sllrvey 
was conducted in 1974 over a much smaller region 
. (nearly twice as small) to determin~ '.the feasibility 
of aerial suryeying for estimating porpoise 
populations. · 
Once the incividual surveys are completed, the , 
data wilf be assimilated and population profections 
continued from pg. 15 
underachieve. Any of you do that? It was gi _ 
used to be sent down to the head honcho,"this guy 
we called Squash because his face looked like 
someone caught him upside the head with a 
two-by-four. So I set down. there, appropriately 
meek and repentent (it was a lot like an audience 
with royalty) and I'd be there trying not to laugh 
looking at this guy's face and he'd b.e real gruff and 
say stuff like, "Well, we have here reports dating 
back to tests in kindergarten . (damn.! I )snew I 
shoulda put the square peg in the round hole. I : . 
shoulda mashed it down tight.) and I well I would··.:-
just like to say that I well I..." they alf.did· that;: · -· 
they all could talk and talk and say nothing :for the 
longest periods of time. It amazes me still. But he 
had thi~ long spiebabout bucking up and I'd, jeez, 
I'd say yessir that is it! A new leaf, sir, I agree I 
agree, of course. I've been a little too lax." Yeah 
right. 
You will ·or course not that nothing in the 
slightest so mu~h has been alluded to concerning 
colll•ge or college teachers as I for one think both 
are grand. · 
... 
... ~ . , 
made. Just how soon such information Wlll oe 
available depends of course on how much 
information- is gathered. While the major 
objectives of the survey are tQ .deter.mi,ne the 
number, _size and composition: of porpoise schools 
within the , . 5 
million square mile area, ~ecords of all m-a~ine 
mammal sightings will be J<ept. 'I'hus the sur,,ey 
will be beneficial to a broad rang~ of marine 
biologists and wil provide some important insights, 
for examp1e, into the status of certain whale 
species. More importantly, it will insure that the 
establishment of incidental porpoise kill quotas is 
base"d upon sound bioligical evidence. 
t.' =~ • ' ·,·:.;:,!ii 
This past weekend· at two of the more earthy 
night spots . in Ithaca, a group called Amethyst 
made its third appearence this year. . 
With signs posted all over campus descrJbing 
their music as "rich in melody", and "springs 
unsolicited, into the hummings and whistelings of 
your own· private moments," ~ethyst Jived up to 
all expectation. ·_ · 
Its members are Peter Wale·on rhythmic gui,tar, 
Judy Cohen_. a student at Cornell University on 
violin, and -.Chieli Minucci,_a student at Ithaca 
· College on-a~coustic guitar. 
The sound is one of .ecligtic, -hartnonious tones 
rangingJrorh Jove ~pQgs such ~ ,"Sweet:Melissa'.' 
(not by: the .. Allman -8rotbers).-:.to light· country 
tulws and ballads. . i.. . ' 
, Ptter;w~le the le;ider of Amethyst:is a talented 
'Ithaca resident who grew up in South Africa, 
·comp~:alt ..the songs the group performs. 
· "'.l'be'Jiglif,: Joyous sound of two guitars, combined 
with a mellow violin to a fiddle, IJ'!akes for a very 
enjoyable and· appreciative evening of what 
Aneth'yst has to offer. 
Amethyst will be appearing in the area from time 
to time, so if you're into feeling good, alive, and 
aware of yourself, and others, and ei,pecially music, 
look for this group. For an evening, let yourself go 
where the music takes you- assuredly, you won't. 
want to come hack. 
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oH wow! 1 
1-JAV£N'T SEEN 
'fou JN MoNTllS! 
HOW YA DOJN/ 
M N7 ! 
You OLD 
Ri.\SCAL .1 
'fo1~ 1-!A11£N'T 
C~ANG£D 
A BIT! 
Hf."Y, ST.uFF 
IT, SQUIRT!! 
Too BAD 
'IOU'Rt 
SilLL SHORT~ 
so HOW'.s ,~7:·: AM, WAIT'. Tll-. 1·• r"".H~AV-:-:::E:--:--yo.-u~£V~£~R-H_,E~::-'.'_il~RO:::-,,,~---- ~--, 
.. ~OW'? 1,JHAT YOU "HEART.-.-: THE; \,J,.QNO,_RO.Y'; ,-· ;,l~X~: 
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.. 
ResponS1ole, clean person to rent 
,. and ·help care for modem log 
cabin in Newfield area; $100 plus 
utilities. x3105. Ask fo~ Judy. 
LOST--BLACK VINYL CASE 
WITH PORTFOLIO. INFO, 
PLEASE GEORGE X787 
Health Tips 
lfor.5ale ·~· .... -i- ... • ' 1'. 
' . 
-------------:-' 
THE FINGER LAKES FROL-
ICS DATING DIRECTORY 
Provides. a way to express your 
individuality and ineet the nicest 
. people. Enclose a 13 cent stamp 
__ for details • write 
Box 64 Lansing, N.Y. 
14882 
DISCOUNT STEBEO 
PIIJIPMENT. A total -.,t 
fa .... design &ff!" . .. 
-~ Seth o1: "A . 
Jll!lllf'. Takott Rm. or all 
272-9723 or X545. 
IZOD 
LaCost Shirts. SA VE 20%. 
Regularly $18.00. Now $14.40. 
Available in: Navy blue, Powder 
blue, Green, Red, Wliite, Yel-
low, Tan Brown. Sizes: S M L 
XL. -can Andy Liss at 273-9776 
or centrex 686, after 5 PM. 
Summer Sublet ·· Bedroom in 
large 2~bedroom cottage on lake. 
Available May 15 - August 29. 
$120 plus utilities. Call Marc 
273-0209. 
i·· 
C.I.R.-
A year ago we discov~red the 
City of Gold 
Now it's in ruins. 
I keep thinking about rebuild 
ing it sometime. 
Am I wrong to believe '1{e 
cried a.pd wept. J 
M.C.C.B.B. 
BUZZ AND DOOGLES 
HORTICULTURE 
WONDERLAND 
VISITINGHOUR_S 1 -2 A.M. 
byRondR 
Study .Proposed u · is a 1ong established ract 
that a real man will find great 
pleasur,e in a thick, juicy, steak 
.... rm.•,, York Citv(---An executive and consider it a must in his diet. 
,.. for ,J. ,, altl·r · Thompson, the This can be seen from the ancient 
largpst adv('rtising agency in the Roman gladiators down to pre-
\\ Orld. has called for a unique sent day Olympic athletes. Many 
"t udv. Miriam Schonberg, sen- a coach will tell you the necessity 
ior vir~·-prcsident of the firm,. of the extra protein derived from 
thinb that a study of the effects I the meat saturated· diets his 
of aclvt•rtising on advertisers I athletes are on. In fact, a great 
...houlcl ~c done. Commented Ms. deal of professional athletes 
:--chonh1•rg_. "Evt>ryone . knows actually believe they need to eat 
~ow ads ~:lfl·r,t thof>c outside_ the differently from other people. In 
industry. 8chonhcrg declined the· case of protein this is not 
to ~a.v · ,1 h_l'thl'r shl' would true. 
ron ... 1cler lwmg onl· of those Th" t· 1 · · t d d t . 1s ar 1c e 1s m en e o fll'r ... ons stucl1t'cl. 
' -
TODAY'S CBOSSWDRD PUZZLE 
UNITED Feature Syndicate 
ACROSS 
f. Mon· ___ My 
' lr1end 
4 Mea·dow 
9 Assyrian 
war god 
1 4 Mcve lo c1L· 
lion 
15 Engine 
· tender 
. 16 Fern 
reproduc-
Abbr 
44 Told a lib 
46 Freight stor-
ing platform 
47 Ory 
·49 Ne,u to 
Comlf form 
:,C\ Sooner 111.,11 
~ I Fuss 
52 PledSdlltly 
flavorful 
54 Engrossed 
58 Take steps 
live organ 60 Baseballer 
1 7 Encouragement --- Santo 
19 Read 61 Duck 
studiously 62 Poem d1v1-
20 Cheated. sion 
puzzle 
answer~ 
on 
page 1·3 
Slang 64 Wrangle 
21 N.Z: parrot 66"Scarl 8 V1s1onar1es 3 7 Char the 
educate anyone attempting to 
cook for himself, about protein 
requirements necessary for the 
average person, and the 'best 
foods in which they can be found. 
For example, if your one of us 
who has been eating hot dogs for 
ihe last 3 months, it is time for a 
rude awakening. Not only do hot 
dogs have a high fat content, but 
one beef frank doesn't even 
contain one third the nutritional -
value found in a three ounce 
serving of Alpo dog food. This 
doesn't mean . we should all 
indulge in Alpo for tose after 
dinner snacks, but instead, to 
educate ourselves as to the 
proper foods to include in our 
diet, 
22 Signal for 67 Mountain 9 Snakes surface. 
help lakes 1 O Ghosts 40 Sort 
23 Male deer 68 F. Buch- 11 Female hair- 4 2 Man of the" 
24 Hair waves. man's org: do: 2 words cloth 
Informal Abbr. 1 2 Ending with 4 5 Having two 
Ls 26 Seaweed 69 Looks in- past or post magnetic fAKING THE_ AT IN JULY? 29 .. __ . Lone . tently 13 Revolutionary poles 
As has already been pointed 
out. extra protein is not neces-
sary for extended exertion or 
gr~ater strength. Actually, it has 
been shown that a cross-country 
skier who races 22 to 53 miles a 
day uses about the same amount 
of protein as when he is relaxing. 
LSAT Review Weekend at the Cowhand" 70 Wipe away 18 Attract by 48 Professional 
Treadway-Mohawk Inn, 1060 E, 31 Fixed by 71 Son of the arousing rn_an 
Genesee s;, Syracuse-;~, Julv_ _ _. a_gree_ment old --- desire 53 Within 
9 d 1 ".~rnffl!'f'"5i.1! €.Ji..li',J:ti:-, "}3,2S1lver. Abbr. .. .. : ,1 •.. ,, ··rl24.l.iber,als,and ....... Prehx. , an .. i:_:-, , ~ -~~, c;;:33 Kmd of · - Repub- 55 Edie-----
Review Center, collect (914) bullet DOWN hcans 56 Stone 
2 36 Picad11ly 25 Terrrunated Prefix 623~029 or (914) 34-3702. $85. Circus 1 Like - ---- 27 Formal 5 7 Walk along 
Special group rates for 5 or statue out of water reception 59 ---- up 
more. 38 Thoroughfare. 2 Dev1lfish 28 Advance on Totals 
Abbr. 3 Become lia- wages 61 Of the Irish 
39 Returns to ble to 30 European 62 Head cover-
FOR SALE- former 4 Musical blackbird mg 
CB-40 Channel Midland *77 · 
882. Includes ANL. NB and 
Deltatune. Brand New% Yours 
belief compos1- 33 Bargain 63 Peer Gynt s 
41 "The female lion 34 Backward mother 
o1 the 5 Good sense Prefix 65 Essential 
6 Resembling 35 Act of elud- being 
fol'. $150, .'1on~ct Corey x:751 or·"-, 43 WW-It zone: 7 Transpose 
273-9896. · · · · 1 2 3 
For Summer Sublet, with option 
to ·rint in , the fall. · A studio · 
apartment; :furnished; and utili-
ties included. $125 a month. Call 
273-8456 early morl:lings or eve-
nings. 
'68 Olds Cutlass .. Good Condi'. · 
tion. x3105. · -· 
For Sale - Kenwood KX-910 
Cassette Deck. -Has Dolby,. 
Mic/line mixing, memory rewind 
and more. Excellent condition. 
SIOO. Jon, 272-6519. 
17 
20 
2l 
39 
47 
SI 
Senior looking for roommate in 1-6-,6-+-+---lt--t--2-man Garden Apt. for next -· 
vear. If interested call Kathy 1-:6~9-+--t--t--r--
273-8717. · . 
IJ I 
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mg 
7 8 10 . 11 12 13 
. It is necessary that the average 
person include a little over two 
ounces of protein in his dajly 
diet. 
Protein is necessary for the 
production of muscle (but not in 
great quantities), enzymes, hair, 
' and cellular structures. "Pro-
teins are composed of varying 
proportions of twenty amino 
acids. The body produces a few 
of these itself but must derive 
: the rest from food." Thus, the 
,
1 
value of protein which you ingest 
depends on the amino acids it 
contains. Although you may now 
be saying you don't care how 
many amino acids are in you 
Alpo, it would seeip that an 
awarenss of how to stay healthy 
I is important. . 
The highest quality proteing is 
found in egg, milk, and cheese. 
Soy and meat proteins are also 
very good. At the other end of 
the spectrum is a commodity 
SOUTHWEST 
IMPORTS 
American Indian 
Arts and Crafts 
Authentic 
Indian Jewelry 
Dewitt Mall 
2774916 
known as gelatin .. This conCallls 
an almost worthless quanity of 
protein. As far as meats are 
concerned our slimey, finned, 
creatures of...the deep are the 
highest in protein. Baked flound-
er and broiled cod are your best 
bet. However, the preparation of 
these often calls for too much 
work. So, we turn to the next 
!>est source; poultry. Yea, the old 
gobbler serves us well once hR 
loses his head. 
Once again, no discussion of 
protein would be complete if we 
didn't bring the cow into the 
picture. All you steak lovers will 
be surprised to hear that the less 
expensive cuts are more nutri-
tous. The better cuts such as 
sirloin and porterhouse have a 
higher fat content which in turn 
adds to their respected tastes. 
And as long as we're getting 
down on sirloin lovers, would you 
believe that just one-half of a cup 
of cottage · cheese is equal to 
three ounces of your precious 
steak. 
(ZNS) The University of Utah 
is finally offering a class that it's 
okay to fall asleep in. 
Alan Hayes, a doctoral candi-
date in educational psychology at 
the University, is teaching a five 
week course on insomnia to 
insomniaca. 
Hayes doesn't teach people 
how to count sheep. The 
researcher reports that h_y 
teaches students to sleep by 
using progressive relaxation 
methods, and by teaching insom-
niacs not to dwell on future or 
past even~. 
Hayes estimates that at least 30 
percent of the population has 
occasional sleepinf problems, and 
that 14 percent suffer from 
chronic insomnia. 
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D0N'T:FORGl:f:'l0ft.)AVE -; .. 
YOUR PHOTOS.TAKl::N_· . - 1 
. . ; 
. . 
· FOR THE 1977CAYUGAN. 
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PH·oros WI LL BE TAKE:N 
. . 
NEXT WEEK: 
MONDAY 10-2 3-7 -
TUESDAY- 10-2 · - 3._7· --~~· ~ 
WEDNESDAY l.0-2 · 3-7 - - --
. THURSDAY 10-2 . 3-7- · 
.- - ' . 
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